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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
SOLUME NO. FIFTY-TWO

Oct. 18,

1923

NUMBER FORTY-TWO

MANY WILL GO TO TOUR- HOLLAND MUST
BECOMES SOLE OWNWANTS TO START
ISTS’ ASSOCIATION MEET
LOOK AFTER ITS
ER OF GARAGE
BUS LINE IN CITY
SEWER
SYSTEM
OF HOLLAND
TWO ORGANIZATION 8 SEND DELEDWARD LEKUW BUYS OUT IN-

Ut

EGATES TO GRAND RAPIDS

What Are
You Going

HEALTH TELLS EXCHANGE
CLUB SOME UNVAHN-

To Do?
You may

1SHED

ida.

At that time at least 1000 delefates
from different cities in Western 'MlrhiKun will gather there at the invlta.
iion of the Western Michigan Tourist
association that has sold Michigan
and its resorts to the traveling public
as a summer play grounds.
The work of the association has
been so marked that all lake port
cities and those cities near the lake
are Jucti beginningto realize of what
importancethis tourist traade has be-

not de-

come.

cide definitelyup-

Two organizationsat least have
named a delegation of four who are

on a

to represent them at that time.

life career

The Holland BusinessMens’

assoR.
Brink, Bert Hlagh, John Vandersluis
and B. A. Mulder and the Exchange
club have named Earnest Brooks,
Henry De Free, B. A. Mulder and

until you’ve had a few years of practicalexperience.

ciation

In the meantime, bank part of your earnings regularly in an Interest

have money

Account here. Then

ready to help

you when you

you'll

Comer River and

TRUTHS

Holland Hudson and Essex garage evExchange Club il since this company was organized,
ould not have gotten a better man to ms now for the first time In the caome to Holland>at ouch an opportum ter of the concern become the sole
moment, since the epidemic of small wner. About a year ago George
pox, than to have Dr. R. N. Olln, th« Brink, who was formerly Leouw’s
,iead of Michigan's health commission, ,'itnner. sold out to BeiiJ. Buldus, and
address them on the vital topics thui now Baldus has Mold out to Mr. Leeua
confront this city.
.nuking him the sole owner.
Dr. Leenhouts, chairman of the ExThe Holland Essex and Hudson Co
change Club, briefly dwelt upon Hol- nns boen in business In Holland for
land ^ situation,and complimented «M ial years. A year or two ago the
the program committee for making . rm built a fine new brick garage on
such a wise selection of speakers iu Ninth street. The firm has enjoyed &
inis time. He stated that physicians Jourlsbingbusiness from the beginof Michiganare practically. unanimous !.itig. There will be no change under
in favor of Dr. Olln aw head of the .he new management but Mr. Leeuw
state board of health, and this has will continue to serve the public along
seldom been the case up to seven he same lines us before.
years ago when the doctor was appointed to that position and was rec- WILL
ognized a* authority In health mat-

The members

of the

.

COMPLETE

ters.

MISS KUIPER DIED IN
JAPAN BY FIRE
HOSPERS FORMERLY OF HOLLAND SAVED

MISS IIKNDIUNE

BY ILLNESS

'

Dr. Olln was Introducedhe
was given an ovation from the largest audience that ever wit down in
this city to an Exchange Club luncheon.
very thoughtfully the chairman had
mvlted the entire board of health, including the city clerk, Mr. Oveiweg,

inspectorBosch and Health

Word has come to Holland Just how
the death of Miss Kuiper took place
In Japan during the earthquake. It is
said that when M|ss Kuiper lied from
the Ferris Academy after returning to
eee that all were out, she ran under
a building that was on Are and be*
fore she could get' away it tottered
and fell, and the result is apparent.
Mtas Hendrine Hospers, a recent
graduatefrom Hope College who also
was supposed to be in Tokio at the
the time, became 111 at one of the resorts where she was stopping and
was unable to go to the quake Infested district,where she no doubt
would have been hud her illnessnot
preventedher.

Edward Leeuw, who has been a
mber of the firm that owns the

PETITIONS THE
COUNCIL FOR RIGHT TO OPERATE SUCH A LINE

G. K RON KM EYE K

n. t

When

Always

Eighth

Henry

decide.

STATE BANK
*

delegated

James De Young.

HOLLAND CITY
Friendly, Helpful Service

have

TEREST OF BENJAMIN
B ALDUS

HEAD OF STATE BOARD OF

This week Friday and Saturday will
be very Important days In Orand Ri'p-

Oitlcer

Godfrey.

COLUMBIA FROM 19TH
TO FOURTH ST.
CONTRACTOR GIVEK ASSURANCE
OF THIS TO COMMON
COUNCIL
H. J. Glover & Son, paving contracannounced to the common council Wednesday night that they have
tors,

As Mayor Stephan introducc'dth**se begun work on Columbia avenue and

men as Exchange Club gutuU every that they would complete th<* street
member was roundly applauded which from 19th to 4th street. They pointed
would indicate that the 100 jSx- out that the construction of a sower
changeite at table approved of and curb from—IOth to i ith slrvfet

If the

common council approves.

Holland will In the near future hny»
a bus line that will maintain a regular
scheduled passenger service to many
parts of the city and to outly ing dla.ricts Just outside of the city limits.
I’he purpose of the proposed line Is to
give citizensin outlying district* ths
ame service they would huvo If street
car lines were built to them.
G. Kronemeyer of the Service Bus
Line, petitioned the common council Wednesday night for a license to
operate such a line. Mr. Kronemeyer's
petitionwas signed by 160 citizens of
Holland who wish this service for
themselves and their families. It was
pointed out In the petition that ths
mis line would be a convenienceto
many factory men who have homes In
outlying districts that are not reached by street car service.These men
could use the line to go to and Irom
their work and their families could
use the bus to go to and from downtown.
Holland has a number of suburbs
that are not within the city limits but
‘hat are In realitya part of the city,
one of these for Instance Is the North
Side, containing several manufacturing plants and many homes. This
section hum no transportation servlet
(o the city and the proposed bus lins
Intends to furnish It to them. Another such district Is Montello Park, and
there are other districts Of that kind.
The petition mapped out In detail
five routiM that would he covered by
the bus line and It gave the time of
starting and the points to be touched
on each route. The fare will be five
cents as on a stfeef car.
The petition was referred to the license Committee, the members of which
will study the «ltuution carefully and
report back to the council a. ths
next regular meeting.

the work being done at present by the might hold up the paving program so
Holland board of health and its aides. that they could not complete the enNext Mr. Olln was presented and -be tire street. If they should be held up,
didn't mince any words aboui Hol- they asked that the council Cancel
land's situation.
that part of the contract from Ujth
Excerpts from Mr. OHn's discourse to 24th if weather conditixis,t-hoold
follow. Said Mr. Olln:
not allow them 10 completet.iA: pail:
•'1 always like 10 lam before a busithat the city do not retain the usual
ness men s ausociation for it Hconp* 10% on Columbia avenue but pay In
that they grasp situationsmore easily full for all the work from 19th to
and more quickly than anyone else. 4th street.
Many business organizations however, The street committee and the city
here and elsewhere, are not backing engineer denied that the city wan
health movements in the i\uy they holding up the contractor or had held MAN WHO DISCOVERED
him up at any time. It was pointed HOLLAND'S NEW WATEIt SUPPLY
should.
DESERVES A
"Taking if from a business stand- out that the city can finish its part of
point and selfishbenefits alone, you the work In six days If a double "few
Mr. Olln, chief of the state hoard
people and other cities suuatod like is put on but that It has not deemed
you cannot realize what the tout ‘st mciMaury to rush the work because of health sprung a real surprise at the
Exchange Club luncheon Wednesday
trade means to you and n >our state. ,he contractorIs In no dai.g
of
noon, when In his discourse ho stated:
1 11 vouchsafe to say that if the rev- ciuihlng up with the city.
"Hollandhas always had a wonderenues could be computed, that MichiMayor Stephan asked the contt acgan
wealth can come from no tor if he hud stone enough on hand so ful water supply. Your water !• the
greater source than it derived from tbat Columbia avenue would not be finest In the state. There could be
loun-i public not even l an rig lug up wild then And It could 1 -u r e none hotter.
"1 understand that someone disthe automobile inanuiacturing.
.overed with stone and thus yii.«u
“h order to increase th.b bubt-ii-** in suitable condition for Winter if i* 1 overed an added supply of this water
you must look after your public should no. be finished. Mr. Glover us- east of your city. That too Is of the
same quality.
nealth. Just to cite an instance. A jiircd the council that he no.v
"I don't know who the man Is that
iiii'e thing like rag weed. Our ut- 2 000 tons of stone on the dock and
panment has been flooded witli re- that
tonight another large found this water shed, but anyway he
quests from outside sources Inquiring l.oiitload would arrive wulch wuUjd deserves a monument."
The entire membership of the Exas to which locality In Western M ch- „lvc approximatelyenough stone to
mgan is culling down Iw rag woe‘1 1. cover Columbia avenue from 19th to change club turned to It. B. ChamOlder to check hay fever. Most ef 4th. So there will be no danger oi pion, superintendent of the Board of
the requests wind up with the state- having the street remain In impassa- Public Works, who modestly endeavored to hide himself, but several of
ment mat the touristswill not oonu ble condition during the winter.
whi-re rag weed aoounds.
The petition of the contractor was his Hoatmntcs lifted him to his feet for
' Another matter ut vital mport.. referred to the committee on streets recognition when a round of applause
mice IS your sewer system and the and xrooswalksand the city engineer. was given the local man.
____
tinn of
vour lakes and ilv- They will canvass the s tualton with
contamination
of your

—

•

ROYAL HOLLAND

MONUMENT

BELL RINGERS TO
PLAY HERE
The famous Royal Holland Bell

Out

Ringers have been booked for, a concert in Holland. Attempts have frequently been made to secure a concert
for Holland by the Brouwer family,
w ho formerly lived In Zeeland and
have for the past several years been
in chautauqtia work, but it was never possible to arrange a date. The
Bell Ringers are under contract and
cannot arrange their own dates.
But the Masonic order in Holland
has finally succeeded and th* Bell
Ringers will come to Holland on
the evening of October 19. They will
give their concert in the Musoplc
Temple and it is believed that there
wil! be a packed house.

omorrow

T

FRIDAY

J

FIRST RECORD BY

The Royal Holland Bell Ringers
are composed of P. H. Brouwer, his
wife and four children.They toured
Europe at one time and won the
praise of Queen Wilhelmina when

PAUL WHITMAN,

FAMOUS JAZZ KING,

t

«

by

a view of arriving at what nny be for
they played for her at the royal palunderstandthat you have a bad the best Interestsof all parties conace. During the past half dozen years
cerned.
they have been playing In Chautauqua, covering the territoryof the mid- and your shores to become atenchholes

Since his return from Europe
19139 Last Night on the Back Porch, Fox Trot
75c If I Can’t Get the Sweetie I want Fox Trot

dl west. The past year they have
been playing with the Mutual-Ewald
Chautauqua company.
The Royal Holland Bell Ringers are
the only campany of local singers who
have made a successful Chautauqua
career for themselves. They have
many friends In Holland and Zeeland
and there is much Interest In them
on that account.

0^‘G0emltnean!0,do
not lay down on
your sewer problem here, for you may
Hou n be loosing something you « on t
likq to lose, and something that it will
lake years to get back ,lf ever.
"Remember that sewem from even
a small city, emptied Into a large
body of water, soon contaminatesii.
and that which lives in the waver dies,
and the bug of contaminationgoes
farther than the lake or river, it
climbs out and fastens lt.s tangs upon
those who live around such beautiful
lakes and wan. ring places, and biuldes, fighting of typhoid fever costs
a great deal of money". Fyi-hcid kills
the reputation of a resoil and what
is worse,
worse, typhoid kills the ioVed

THIEVES CLEAN
OUT RESORTERS FARM

Hector A. Broulletl n prominent
trial attorneyof Chicago Bonds the
following letter to this paper which Is

LIGHTS AGAIN
SUBJECT OF

LONG DEBATE
COUNCIL COMMITTEE AND PROP-

ERTY OWNERS
B. P.

TO

MEET

W.

a duplicate of the one Held to Sheriff
The long continuedcontroversyin
Fortney. The letter shows a bad rob- regard to the furnishing of electric
bery condition practicallycleaning out light to three 32nd street property
f
a man's fruit farm. No doubt the owners occupied the common council
sheriff is giving the matter attention again Wednesday night. Two weeks
BRIG. GEN. LOGAN FELAND
18940 Oriental Fox Trot
ago Mr. De Neut, for the properly
before this.
The letter to the sheriffis self-ex- owners, itakeri the council to taka
75c Three O’Clock in^the Morning. Waltz
planatory and follows:
action. At that time, due tp the abSheriff. Ottawa Countysence of the mayor, the matter waa
Fox
Trot
You
Remind
Me
of
My
Mother.
18949
Dear Sir: — I have a place 4 milej postponedfor two weeks. Last night
north and west of Holland on the Ot- it was taken up again and the upshot
75c HI Build a Stairway to Paradise. Fox Trot
tawa Beach Hotel road, and what Is of it was that a committee of 'hree
ones."
known ns the Ventura road. I pur was appointed to meet with the board
18985 Journey’s End. Fox Trot
Mr. Olln then cited the case of a chased this land from Henry Van- of public works and the three pro*
city in Michiganof K..000 that had 50 denberg last year. This neighborhood perty owners to talk the matter over
75c When Hearts Are Young. Fox Trot
caaes of smallpox, and wasn t tok'ng apparentlyIs bioet with thieves that in 11 calm and businesslikeway to see
care of them. The mayor of Toledo! 0Tn<, oul 0f Holland and steal the np- if some solution cannot be found. Thl
Just
Like
a
Doll.
Fox
Trot
18988
and also of Detroit called up the pies and grapes and other things committee Is composed of Aid. Ram*
health board and mentioned that sev- from the property.
75c Until My Luck Comes Rolling Along. Fox Trot
meraad. Aid Laepple and Aid. Klels.
eral cases were traceable to that city.
Mr. DeNeut Wednesday night reIn addition to taking fruit from my
Mr. Olln Immediatelywent to the place they also removed a rope swing peated in substance what he had said
heads of the city, and at first they that 1 had In the yard. This rope was two weeks before, asking for his rights
gave him scant notice.
1-Inch hemp and could be very easily as a citizen to have electric light
Said Mr. Olln:"I gave them Just two traced if one had a line on who to taken to the three homes on 32nd-st.
hours to make up their minds, aa to see. There are several neighborsIn Mr. Champion for the B. P. W. dewhat they were going to do. The that vicinity who would be glad to clared that the board had offered to
.state was not going to let neig'ibors assist you and give you some informa- give the property owners the required
suffer because of the neglect of the tion. Altho the rope Is of compara- light .the board assuming the $498.62
health board of that city.
tively no value I will offer a reward of the cost of extension If the propa
*‘l told them that I would close up
of $25 for Information leading to the erty owners would pay $116.13, or
the whole town, even if I had to ge» arrest of the guilty person and I will about $49 each. In answer to the
ihe state militiato do It, unleiu they be glad to go and help In the prose- charge of the property owners that
did something. After two hours they
light had been taken to others who
cution.
asked, What do you want us to do?’
lived In outlying districts, Mr. ChamI .trust that you will give this some
First we closed all the schools tem- attention for the simple reason that pion said that wherever this had boen
porarily In order to get a line on If you permit this to go unpunished done the owners had paid even a
thingu. Then we went to the heads theoe thieves will take more valuable greater share of the cost than was
Brig. Gen. Logan. Feland, United of factoriesand stores, and asked for
property. I have 240 acres of land being asked of these property owner*.
States Marine corps, has been ap- co-operation, and while we dug up In this vicinity and have been Instru- The board holds to the principle that
ftri cases In all. wo almost compelled mental In bringing out several Chi- when there is no prospect of future
pointed assistant to MaJ. Gen. John
vaccination,and In two weeks a hunA. LeJeune, in command of the Ma. dred tier cent of the town's folk were cago people who are Improving prop- business paying for the cost of cxert- In Park township. Mr. William tenslon, the property owners must
rlne corps since 1920. He wai vaccinatedand In thi'to woekd the Deplidge Is employed by me as my bear part of the burden, a principle
that is being followed by other pubborn In Hopkinsville,Ky., in 1869 and city was clean.
care taker.
“I have heard a great deal of sore
lic service companies In most cities.
Yours very truly.
was graduated from Massachusetts arm*There will be no danger of
Mayor Stephan carefully reviewed
HECTOR A. BROULLET.
“Tech" in 1892. He was captain of sore arms if the scabs are left alone.
the history of the case and his cona Kentucky infantry company in ths There will be no reaction of vaccinanection with It. showing that he had
Tho usual prayer meeting at 7:30 at promised the property owners that he
Spanish-Americanwar, and in 1899 tion If dirt does not get In under the
17
8th St.
scabs through dirty nails used to aday the First Reformed church will be would use his best efforts to secure
intered the Marine corps as a fint
the Itching. The only bad arms 1 held this evening and the teachers' the service for them and that he had
Uiutenant.
have ever seen are traceable to pois- meeting will be held at 8:30.
lived up to that promise. He declaroning from the outside."
ed this was a mutter for the board of
Mr. Olln then gave some detailsas
public works to settle and that they
LANSING. Oct. 17— Tue state has this
relates to diphtheria.He stated er or preventing It. He compared the had been elected by the people for
authorized the purchase of two boats,
that anti-toxin had saved more lives cases during the World War when Just such purposes. Mayor Stephan
worth more than >500,000 for $15,000
any other remedy used In con- millions of soldiers were In service to repeated the statement made some
each. They will be secured from than
the federal government and will bo tagious diseases,and that if children the many deaths of typhoid during the weeks ago that he had asked Mr. De
were given toxin-antl-toxlntb**i Spanish war when the doctors did not Neut and the other property owners
placed
the service
the
would never have diphtheria, and ev- have preventatlves with which to cop; to meet with the B. P. W. to talk It
state ferry run across the straits 0/
Mackinac. The boats were construct- ery child two years old should be giv- with the disease while now Innocula over in a friendly way, that DeNeut
At 107 East 16th St., on Saturday, Oct. 20th, 1923, househad promised to be there but had not
tion is a sure preventative.
ed during the war by the government. en toxin-anti-toxin.
hold furnitureconsistingof Tables, Chairs, Turkish Rockers,
Dr. Godfrey then aaked the doctor
Mr. Olin also gave the business men appeared. Mr. NeNeut denied he had
The only service they have seen is a
Dressers, Beds, Rugs, ChinaCupboard,SilverTable-Cutler>’,
Dishes
trip from the great lakes to the At- to explain anti-toxin and toxin-anti- and others from 40 to 00 years old, made any such promise.
Mr. DeNeut declared the property
lantic coast. Accordingto Gov. Groes- toxin for the Information of the mem- and older something to think about.
and Crockery, Electric Washer, Gas Range, Phonograph,
Said, Mr. Olin: "You don’t forget owners had gone In person to ths
beck they cost about $299,000 apiece. bers of the club.
Electric Lamp and numerous other article* will be sold to the
The governor reported to the ad- Mr. Olln explained that the first was to repair your automobileever so oft- board but hud not obtained results
ministrative board that Capt. John given when the patient had the dis- en. As soon as you hear a little knock and so they came to the council. The
highest bidder. Terms will be announced at time of sale.
Stevenson, after Inspecting the craft ease and the second was given so ’Jie >ou rush to the garage to get It fixed. mayor and aldermen, having complete
2 P.
HENRY LUGERS. Auctioneer,
asserted that the engines could not b« person would be Immune from the Why not take such care of your own confidence in the B. P. W., had no
bought for the price asked by the disease forever. Mr. Olln cltod one bodies? When you feel a littleknock- desira to give orders to that body on
government.The boats are 130 feet case where more than 600 children nature will tell you quickly. Go to a question that is wholly within the
long. It la planned to lengthen one In Michigan were given the toxln- your doctor and find out the cause. Jurisdiction of the board, but they
WANTED — To hear from owner hav- LOST — Small green leather handbag of them to 180 feet. Their present ca- anti-U>xin preventative, and not one Take a half day off and have your agreed to talk the thing over with a
physician examine you thoroughly. view of arriving if possible at a sating farm for sale In Ottawa County. containingname, money, keys, etc. pacity Is about 18 or 20 automobiles of the children got diphtheria.
isfactory conclusion, and that wax
Warren Me Rae Logansport, Ind. Liberal reward. Return to Holland each. They will be put Into service Mr. Olln then cited the advance-[Take regular exercises dally. Eat decided
upon.
ment made In eradicating typhoid fev- 1 properly and add years to your life."
next
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COUNTY TO SPEND
SUPERVISORS ARE
MAYOR STEPHAN
FORMER LOCAL
MUCH DAMAGE HAS
$119,050.00FOE
PRESENT AT A
HAS MEETING WITH
MAN DESCRIBES
BEEN DONE BY THE
GOOD ROADS
BIG OUTING
THE DOCTORS
JAPAN QUAKE
CARELESS HUNTERS
Instead of transacting business on
Thursday, the Ottawa County board
of supervisors left via automobilefor
Port Sheldon where they had the prlv
ilege of gatheringat a real old-time
clam bake. Former Probate Judge,
Harry D. Jewell of Kent county was
host to the supervisors at the clam

The Ottawa County Road Commii-

We Pay

Mayor Stephan who has been very
much concerned about the smallpox
situation in Holland had a meeting

Reports from electricservice comDescribing vividly the chaos In To- panies over the state to the Michigan
public utility information bureau since
with the physicians of this city at the kyo when the earthquake rocked It,
in the building and maintenance of
the opening of the hunting season tell
noon hour which included the board
of serious and far-reachingdamage
of health, when considerable firsthand hew It fek to be. In a dentist’s chair
£ood roads In the county during 1924.
which Is being done by careless
knowledge was gained.
searchers for game.
Following Is the budget: Alpena road,
The doctors, if anyone, should know with an earthquakegoing on, and reThe glass and porcelean fixtures on
bake.
just exactly how the matters stand,
to meet the amounts advanced for im<
Judge Jewell has a summer home and the mayor states that after going lating the terror of the people when transmission towers and wooden poles
are being used as targets and the
provements In section 21, Park town* at Port Sheldon and during the sum- into all details thoroughly the
•hip, $9,600; Bridge street, grading mer his clam bakes have become fa- epidemic is not nearly as bad as was the buildings tumbled down over their practice is aq extremely dangerous
alsodo custum grindand drainage structures In Robinson mous throughout the country. The at first reported.
heads and burst Into flames, a letter and expensive one An appeal is being made for the discontinuanceof
and Grand Haven townships, $2,400; clams used are shipped in from the
He stated that Instead of between received from John Ter Borg, who is the practice.
ing Tuesday and
Chester, relocating thru Harrisburg, Atlantic coast and are baked under 60 and 60 cases as has been stated in Japan, brings home the terrible
Insulators are vital in preventing
$6,000; Eastmanville,to supplement expert supervision on the beach.
before .there are actually 26 cases at conditions existing In the island emFriday only
short circuitingof electric current.If
.present balance for new Bayou bridge.
Harry D. Jewell was toastmaster. the present time.
pire. Mr. Ter Borg is a Hope Col- one is broken a 'slight moisture i.,44000; Frultport, construction of ex- Speakers IncludedG. J. Dlekema of
No doubt there has been a dimin- lege graduate and left for Japan last sufficient to cause electricityat high
.tra width on Petty's bridge, $860; Holland;Judge O. 8. Cross, Allegan; ishing in the number of cases as those year.
voltage to travel downward and burr
.'Haealawa, right of way In section 34 Mayor Julius Tlsch, Wm. Oltman and effected have become well.
The steamer Empress of Australia a wooden pole or put an entire transtowards Macatawa Park, $700; North ieul. J. G. Emery, Grand Rapids;
However If the report from different was at the dock In Yokohama. Mr. mission line out of service. When this
Polkton, culverts and grading on Judge James Danhof, Grand Haven; physicians Is true, Holland may feel Ter Borg’s letter says, and had
homes, factories and stores
North -mile, $600; Waverly, to sup- Gerrit Yntema, chairman of the Ot- gratifiedthat the cases do not num- dra^n up her gang plank. The happens,
served perhaps hundreds of
plement present balance for raising tawa County board of supervisors; A. ber so many, or that the epidemic is friends of those sailing were bidding being
miles awqy must suffer. It often takes
and widening and surfacing 1 Vi miles Harrington, road commissioner, and on the wane.
good bye to those on the pier when days for the linemen to locate the Q .......
in Park township,through sections J Chltlick, supervisor.
Vaccination ho.wever should not be suddenly came this awful shock which trouble and replace the broken insuDr. E. J. Hanes ,
A report of the committee on the neglected for smallpox has a way of shook even the ship In the water.
21 and 36 and relocation at Ferryslator. This work must be done fre/burg, $16,000; Trunk Line 61, for Ferrysburgpetition must be made subsiding and starting up again.
His letter says:
quently In the most severe weather
Because of the recessionof the
grading and paving balance of new soon to the board and some decision
“Before the people had time to and under working conditions of the
Reaidence Plume 1996
route between Hudsonvllleand Zee- made in the matter. The praying for disease folks should not become care- think what happened the pier had greatest danger to human life. All the
34 W. 8$h 8t Citx. Office Phone 1766
land, $65,000; maintenance $16,000. incorporation of Ferrysburg as a vil- less but should use every sane precau- sunk and at least one lady of those on electric maintenance man knows Is
Office 1 rinf, residence 2 rings.
What has been done and what is lage was signed by sixty-three resi- tion.
U fell Into the water. The lady was that the line is not working well and
Citx. Phone 1766
planned for roads in this part of the dents and was presented at the first
saved and all the people on the pier he must usually travel mllea to locate
county Is described by the commission session of the board.
*nd By Appointment
were
taken
on
the
ship.
Near
ihi* the damage.
The proposed road expenditureof
as follows:
Several service companies are ofpier is located a Standard Oil com$119,050
for
the
coming
year’s
work
Waverly Road — The north two
pany’s tank which Instantly burst In- ferin’* rash rewards for the apprehen FOR SALE — Van's 1 or 2 row corn
O.E. S.
miles of this road out of Grand Ha- will come up soon as well as manyto flames, the oil running all over the slon of men or boys who are carelese harvesters for sale or rent. Delivered
other
matters
In
connection
with
the
wen was built of over-sized screened
water an carrying the flame with It. with firearms In this respect but it and taken when through. J. Venhuivarious budgets. The supervisors have
gravel and It has been a very difficult
is the story of what happen- Is hoped that a public warning of the
2E»-22p
their work cut out for them. The
The Fifth annual convention of ed“Here
probem to maintain it In a smooth matter of retaining Miss Eva K.
in the town of Yokohama. It was great possibilities for propert dam
Grand Chapter O. E. S. was held in
condition.The road is now to be scanuge
and
loss
of
life
will
be
sufficient
told by Mi** Stone who was at tho
ned and some One gravel will be put Schuur as home demonstrationagent Gr. Rapids this week. From Tuesday time of the quake sitting in a dentists to stop the practice.
Ottawa county is also to be decid- evening, a reception of grand officers
BYE. EAB, N08E
on the surface ih an effort to put It for
THROAT
ed. A petitionwith a thousand names to the the close of the sessions on chair. At the first Indication of an
in good condition. A small Item Is inearthquake,
her
dentist
ran
to
the
SPECIALIST
MANY
SPEEDWAGONS
on it has been taken asking that Miss Thursday evening the meetings were
cluded in the budget to supplement Schuur be retained.
SOLD BY NEW. FIRM VAJTDER VEEN BLOCK, OVER WOOLenthusiasticand inspiring. They were door and called to her to come and
the present funds for the raising and
The Reo Speedwagon is proving its
WORTH'S
largelyattended and were a silent tri- eland there (the doorway is consiuwidening of the fill at Millhouse
George Bosman is in Chicago on bute to the now Past Grand Worthy ered the safest in an earthquake.) At
OFFICE
KODBS
Bayou which has sunk to a level that business.
Matron, Ada S. Sangster of Cheboy- first she hesitated,and then hurried to popularity in Holland, according to
allows It to overflow during flood
the door to be just in time to go the Peoples Auto Co. In6. During the 9 to 11 a. m.; 2 to 5 p. *. Brctoing^
gan
and
Past
Grand
Worth
Patron
stages of the river. The bridge is also
Toes, and Bata, 7:30 to 9.
C. DeKeyzer was in Grand Rafeida Frank Halstead,of Port Huron, to down with the whole second floor. By first three weeks of operation of this
in an unsafe condition and it is extheir untiring labors among the chap- some miracle they escaped with only new company, they have delivered
on business Friday.
Saturdays
9
pected that some work will be done on
ters of the state. They have all the a few bruises, altho the building col- Speedwagons to the Holland Baking
Jt during the coming year. A section
Co., the Holland Fuel Co., Meyers'
chaptersin splendid condition in ev lapsed.
PROPOSED LATERAL
this road In Olive and Holland
"The whole city of Yokohama,In- House, G. Cook & Co. They have al- Cherry
ery way. O. E. 8. state membership is
Street, Between.Central and
Townships Is worn very thin and conso
delivered
in
that
time
two
sedans
cluding
all
the
business
section
as
140,000 The reins of the government
Michigan Avenues
eiderable replacementof gravel will
and
one
brougham.
OF LIFE
well
as
the
section
of
homes,
Is
down
of the grand chapter for the coming
City of Holland.
be necessary during the season.
Mr.
Vanderwall
is
of
the
opinion
with
the
exception
of
a
few
buildings
year have been placed in the efficient
City Clerk’s Office,October 6, 1923
BE
Ottawa Beach Road— There Is an
that
the
qhreful
buyer
does
not
put
hands of Mrs. Edna K. Wilcox of .stillstanding.Many of these business
Notice is hereby given that the
the initial cost of
vinpaved gap of 1.7 miles between the
Menominee, as G. W. M., and Blaine buildingswere operated by foreigners. much stress
Common Council of the City of HolAlpena Beach road and the pavement
Coleman, Grand Rapids as G. W. P. Many of these foreigners have lost transpiration but does considerthe land at a session held Wednesday, Ocat Ottawa Beach which was put in
A great many Stars from Holland everythingexcept the clothes they service and maintenance cost over a tober 3, 1923, adopted the following
Local Agent E. B. Rich of the Pere
-by the the Ottawa Beach Association.
attended the sessions.In an official were wearing. It is reported that period of years and that in this respect resolutions:
The residents of that section are will- Marquette railroad Is in communica1 capacity Mra L. N. Tyner, W. M., of from 90 to 95 per cent of the city is the famdus Speedwagon has no comResolved that a lateral sewer be
tition.
ing to stand a substantial share of tion with this paper on a campaign Star of Bethlehem chapter, Mrs. Ming gene. This report Is true.
The new service system which calls constructed In Cherry street, betweep.
the expense of paving this gap and foresterlng “safety first" policies.
as delegate from this chapter; Mrs. R.
"It is always difficult to get a corIt will be remembered that railroad M. Bosworth,W. M. of Holland Chapfor trucks to come into the garage Central and Michigan Avenues; that
bave petitioned to have it done under
rect number of those killed but uj)
said lateral sewer be laid at the depth
the AssessmentDistrict Act. The first companies last year put on a "careful ter. Mrs, R. Osborne, delegate, at- to September 4, the police headquar- every 500 miles where they are then
and grade and of <he dimensionspre______ _ _____
hearing has been held on this project crossing" campaign and this year will | tended*. Muskegcn
was selected for ters in Tokyo gave 100,000, which checked and adjusted without cost to scribed In the diagram,plan and profr
the old
and unless there is some objection be no exception, and Mr. Rich of the; t^ Grand chapter meeting next year. later on has been Increased to 130,- the o\yner is a departure from
method and shows a co-operation be- file, and In the same manner required
brooght to light before the next Here Marquette is doing his share in
000. All the tall buildings In Tokyo tween the owner and the distributorto by the specificationsfor same provisHolland,
as
every
agent
at
every
stabearing, this Job will be put on for
are down. Many of the street cart get and to give the greatest service at lenally adopted' by the common countion in every city in the United RECEIVES A CALL
constructionIn the early spring.
CHICAGO CONGREGATION were burned right on the tracks all a minimum cost to the operator, cil of the city of Holland. October 3.
States
is
doing
today.
Tbunk Line 51 — The big project for
Late Thursday evening by long dis over the whole city. Fire destroyed thereby Increasing the popularity of 1923, and now on file in the office of
Mr! Rich is backed up by an opin1924 is the paving of Trunk Line 61,
tance telephone Rev. C. P. Dame pas- half of the city.
a nationally known truck in this vi- the clerk, and that the cost of and exfrom the Kent County Line to a point ion from the Supreme Court, pointing ter of Trinity Reformed church, rs“Thousandsof refugees are now cinity.*
pense of constructing such lateral
l mile west of Zeeland. A contract out the way 4o end crossing accidents. C(?ived the an'nouncementof a cali ex- fleeing from the cities of Japan to the
f ewer be paid partly from the general
fca* beei^ let and funds sent to the
it WIU Pay To Stop
tended to him by the Bethany Re- country. Mr. Ter Borg states and all
sewer fund of said city and partly by
State Highway Departmentfor 4.8
The Court says: "Hearing is unsafe formed church of Roseland,Chicago. those who cannot get on a train eat
special assessment upon the lands, lots
FOR
SALE
—
Phonograph
in
flrstcla'ss
.miles of pavement from the Kent protection. The best sense protection This is an importantchurch, of which and sleep about the stations in order
and premises of private property own-(huinty line to Hudsonvllle. The In the light is sight. The safe limit I the late Rev. John Lamar was pastor to seize the first opportunity to board condition.Inquire between 5 o'clock ers abutting upon said part of Qherry
and r o’clock at 18 Wert 174h St.
gradkig and culverts have all been to speed in approaching a crossing
the time of his death some m'nths i* train.
street, and being adjacent to said latcompleua. From Hudsonvllle to that speed at which the driver of an ! ago. Rev. Mr. Dame has taken the
"I was 111 and In bed at the time of
eral sewer, and such other lands, lots,
VrtariandBtatlon on P. M. R’y the automobile,as he arrives at a point j foil under com IderaMon and wili an- the quake," Mr. Ter Borg says, "and I
and premisesas herein required and
grafllng and culvert work is practic- where he can see an oncoming train nouncc his decision to his congrega- thought I would have to Jump from FOR SALE — English strain 8. C. W.[ specifiedassessed according to the esally completed. • From Vriesland to when it is near enough to render ,lon ,n Jue
one of the windows. But on a second Leghorn breedingcockerels and pul timated benefits thereto determined
,
Zeeland a contract will be let In the crossing ahead of it dangerous,can
thought I believed Irould Just as eas- lets, April hatched. O. Steigenga, Zee- as follows: Total estimatedcost of
rear future foe grading and culvert stop his car if necessary before it SAUGATUCK COUPLE
2tPE9-8
ily crawl from under the fallen house. land. R.
lateral ' sewer, $1,772.36.
MARRIED SIXTY YEARS However I was saved from this since
work. %A contract has been authorized reaches the track.
Amount to be raised by special asfoTMMrtlngof the unpaved mile besessment on private property accordTt is futile to look when one canSurrounded by a great number of the house after prancing around for
Bswsn Zeeland and Holland. This not see. If he cannot see without friends and relatives, Mr. and Mrs. G. five minutes, settled on its old founing to estimated benefitsreceived, $1.Reaves for 1124, to be financed the stopping, he must stop. If he sees H. Hh river of Saugatuck, widely dalon, and Is none the worse for its
522.03. .
E.J.Bacheller,D.C.,Ph.C.
grading and culvert work from vries- a train threatening danger to him, of known throughout this part of the experience."
Amount to be paid from the general
sewer fund, $250.33. '
(kand station to Zeeland being about 4 course he must stop; If he cannot see county, gaily observed their 60th
That the lands, lots and premises
tunes and the paving from Hudson- whether or not he is so threatened, , wedding anniversary Thursday,
upon which said special assessment
vllle So Zeeland about 8 miles. An likewise he must
j The Shrivers were married in Buf- COLORED NEWSBOY* AT
Hem of $65,044 has been Included in
Office: Holland City State Bank Block shall be levied, shall Include all the
The court holds the law must be Ial° N- Y. In 1863, and came to make
GRAND HAVEN IS
private lands, lots and premises, lying
’the budget for the County’s Share of obeyed which provides that driver* of their home on a farm near Saugatuck
FIFTY YEARS OLD
this murk.
Hours: 10 to 11:30 a.m„ 2 to 5, 7 to8p.ro within the special assessmentdistrict
vehicles conform to the regulations at the close of the Civil war. During
designatedby a red line In the diaenacted by statute covering the strict their 65 years’ residence there the
gram and plat of said district by the
Ned Smith .the well known colored
observanceof warning signs erected couple has seen many changes take
Citiz. Phon« 2464
common council in connection with,
on highways marking railroad cross- Place- They have been always active newsboy will celebrate h:4 S.’ h birththe construction of the sewers, all of
day Sunday. Ned Is Kettlii^ to bo a
Ing approaches, saying In Its decision: , *n t£e l1*6 of the community.
IN
which private lots, lands and premTho
t jiwf
There
are
12
children,
all of whom t- i.ier resident for he vms i.orn in
me law rut
! are now Uvlng, Mr 8hrIver t, 79
ises are hereby designated and declarGrand Haven and has lived there ever
ed to constitute a special sewer dis"Having providedfor the disc sign years old and hia wife 76.
rUte Is becoming safer for Mlchiy
trict to defray that part of the cost
It shall
VUt 114UI
w ••vis* at
otauit be
•gan vusauavu
children but
moreC UO^aiUUUB
hazardous 1UF
for: “•***
and bow and by whom
and expense of constructing a lateral
adults because of the ravages of can- 1 placed, the statute in peremptory lanHR E •
LIFE sewer in said, part of said street in.
cer, apoplexy and heart disease, and | guage provides Tt shall be the duty
..g..1. ..
,»
the manner hereinbefore set forth and
dhe alarming Increase in automobile1 of every driver of any vehicle using
end as heretofore determined by the
accidents.Those are the conclusions such street or highway and crossing
HEALTH
• ACCIDENT • AUTOMOBILE
common council, said districtto be
to be drawn from a mortality chart to reduce speed to a safe limit upon
known and designatedns Cherry
compiled by the staff of the State De- passing such sign and to proceed
6 f.Bth.ST.Phone 2120 HOLIAND.MICH
Street Special Sewer Assessment Dispartment' of Health.
cautiously and carefully with the
tuct.
It starts with the babies under one vehicle under complete control, ’•••••
Resolved, Further, that the city
year. Last year there were 90,042 It Is is our view (the Court’s,) that, if
clerk be Instructed to give notice- of
Lorn In Michigan, and In 1903 46,020. the drivers of automobilesobey this;
the proposed construction of said latNotwithstanding that Increase of i.tatute in Us lelter and its intent, seleral sewer, ami of the special assessnearly 100 per cent In births, the- dom if ever will injuriesbe suffered at
ment 4o be made, to defray part of
number of deaths only Increased at a grade crossing.
the expense of constructing such
slightly — 6,731 last year, compared
A Small Price for Safety
NOTARY PUBLIC
sewer, according to diagram, plan and
with 6,488 In 1903.
The Service it Superior end the Delivery
“The price of safety by obedience
Real Estate, Bought, Sold and Exchanged. estimate on file in the office of the
Child-bearingalso has been made
city clerk, and of the districtto ba
less dangerous.The percentage of fa- to this statute means no more than
Quicker Vie Electric
Farms, City and Resort Property.
assessedtherefore, by publication in
talities has decreased from 9.3 to each three or four seconds of time — a small
No. 36 W. 8tb
* Holland,Mich the Holland CUy News for two weeks
100,000 to 6.1 last year, or 427 deaths price for a life. And in any event we
believe <he Legislature was more inand that Wednesday, November 7,
in 1903 against 651 in 1922.
ALL
CLASSES
OF
FREIGHT
TO
AND
Citz. Telephone— Offie 1166
1923, at 7:30 p. m., be and is hereby
Physicians and health officers have terested in preserving life and limb
Residence 1172
determined as the time when the
ma<re great progress also in conquer- than in preserving the right to recovCommon Councif and the Board ^of
ing children’s diseases. Deaths from er damages for life tyid limb lost."
Public Works will meet at the council
. Train Passengers Endangered
whooping cough have been cut almost
rooms to consider any suggestions or
'two-thirds; the mortality rate for
The court also warned drivers of
objections that may be made 4o tbs
measles is down from 7 per cent In vehicles of the duty Imposed 'upon
Expires November 10
constructionof said lateral sewers,
each 100,000 to 5.9; scarlet fever from them to safeguard passengers on the
NOTICE OF CHANCERY SALE to said assessmentam! assessment
5 to 5.5 per cent and diphtheria from railroad trains from death and injury
Notice is hereby given that by vir- district, and to said diagram, plat and
Z4.3 per cent to 15.8. The only In- caused by crossingcollisionssaying
tue of a decree of tho Circuit Court estimate.
crease in children’s ailments listed is in its opinion:
for the county of Ottawa, in Chancery
RICHARD OVERWEG,
for infantile malformations.They
"Not only are more people exposed
held- at the Court House In the city Oct. 11-18-25-1923CUy Clerk.
have risen from 69 In each 100 000 to to danger because many more people
of Grand Haven, Ottawa County, and
71.4.
Tow travel on highways, but because
State of Michigan, on the !8th day of
No. 9873— Exp. Oct. 27
those riding on trains are put in JeoSeptember, 1923, In a certain caus*
NOTICE Tb CREDITORS
QUITE FAR FETCHED IS ARTIpardy by the motor car*** •••Because
therein pending, wherein Sarah L.’ STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
CLE IN GRAND RAPIDS PRESS of its (the automobile’s)weight, its
Hume is Plaintiff and George F. Elf
Court for the County of Ottawa.
momentum, its strong metal conerdlnk, John Elferdlnk, Gerrit Elfer- In the Matter of the Estate of
The following article appears In the ntruction and Its speed, it wrecks the
ALBERT ALDERINK, Deceased
dink, Daniel
Elferdlnk.
trains."
Grand Rapids Press of Thursday:
John Atiderson,Tugenlo Anderson, Notice is hereby given that four
An ardent world's series baseball The victim of an accident which
Eliza Kramer, Edward Zwenier, months from 4he 1st of October
fan struck Holland Wednesday. He finally led to the responsibilityfor his
Elferdlnk, John Anderson, Eugenia A. D. 1923, have been allowed for
accosted a policemanand asked 'Wno death being fixed by the Court, and
Anderson, Elizza Kramer, Edward creditors to present their claims
won the ball game?'
an accompanying authoritative warnClarence Zwemer,
Zwo- against said deceasedto said court of#
“Don’t know of any ball game, none Ing to all •motorists, left a wife and
examinationand adjustment, and that
mer,
Walter
8.
Zwemer,
Laura
Maatnere," answered the officer.Still an- five children. The court unanimously
al*. creditors of said deceased are reman,
Ruth
Zwemer,
and
Richard
xious to find out the score,, the fan ruled that the deceased had failed to
quired to present their claims to said
Hnrdlng, are Defendants.
stopped tho driver of a taxi and ho obey the law, placed the respohslbllUy
. I shall sell at public auction or court, at the probate office, in the city
was given the same answer. Another for his death upon him and dismissed
vendue to the highest bidder at the of Grand Haven, in said county, on or
taxi driver was stopped, but the fan the suit for damages institutedby his
sale thereof at the north front door before the 1st day of February A. D.
was none the wiser.
estate against the railroad company.
of the court house In the city of 1924, nnd that sold claims will be
"Finally he asked some one whom
No one can afford to take similar
you purchase a Monument or Marker,
Grand Haven and county of Ottawa, hoard by said court on
he thought might know. ’Say, fellow’, chances In disobeyingthe law and
said court house being the place of Tuesday tho 5th day of February,A.
who won the ball game In the world’s safety first principles. ,
you want dependable
work, so that you can rest
dei
series’?"
holding the circuitcourt for the said D. 1924 at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Dated Oct. 1. A. D. 1923.
Fool Spirit of "Take a Chanrc”
assured that it is going to stand the weather
‘“Don’t know of any world's sercounty, on Thursday, the L5th day of
JAMES J. DANHOF.
wa* hi* curt reply. The fan acThe Buffalo Courier said In an ediNovember. 1923 at 10 o'clock in tho
Judge of Probate
for all time.
cidentallystepped Into VanTongeren’s torial publishedrecently under the
forenoon the following described, real
cigar store and the radio furnished heading "How to Prevent Crossing
estate situatedand being in the city
No. 9887 — Exp. Oct. 27
him with all the news he wanted. His Tragedies:" "Every automobileownof Holland, county of Ottawa and
You also want the work that you order, deNOTICE TO CREDITORS
impression of Holland is bad howev- er and every driver not only should
State of Michigan and describedas
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
read the court’s opinion, but he
follows, to-wtt:
livered in a reasonablelength of time— Mate serCourt for the County of Ottawa.
The article seems far-fetched as the should read It and memorize it. HardLot numbered Nine (9) In Block In the Matter of the Estate of
wtorld series scores could have been ly a day passes that the press dis'
Forty-seven(47) of said city of HolALMON T. GODFREY. Deceased
'obtained in at least four downtown patches do not carry the sad news of
land, accordingto the recorded plat
Notice is hereby given that four
Ttooes not including the two newspa- some dreadful crossing tragedy, due in
thereof (consisting of a lot 82 x 132
per offices. The Sentinel newsboys almost every single Instance to caremonths from the 29th of September
we sell you
or Marker,
feet
on
the
Southeast
Corner
of
the
were on the street at 3:30 sellingpa- lessness,refusal to lose a single secA. D. 1923, have been allowed for
intersectionof Tenth street with Pine creditors to present their claims
we guarantee you the best of material
the best
pers containing a concise account of ond of time and that fool spirit of
avenue,
house
on
such
property
the ciitire game by innings.Anyway
t gainst said deceased to said court of
lake a chance’ that keeps grave dlgof workmanship and guarantee service. ;
known as No. 100 West Tenth street.) examinationand adjustment, and that
the man's contention shows that our ptrs, undertakers and negligence lawThe
said
sale
is
for
the
purpose
of
police and taxi drivers do not allow yers busy."
^11 creditors of said deceasedare recarrying out the partitionand division quired to present their ’’laimsto said
even a world’s series game to interfere
Altho
he
has
served
32
years
In the
as ordered by said decree.
•arilb their duties.
court, at the probate office,in the city
Now it the time to place yoir order for Spring delivery.
U 8. Coast Guard stations, part of the
The said sale is tp be made for cash oC Grand Haven, Ir said county, on or
time at Holland, Capt. Van WeeJden
only.
before the 29th day of January A. D.
A marriage license has been issued has been found fit for duty by the
Dated this 20th day of September 1624, and that said claims will be
at Grand Haven for John Emmlck 27 const guard retirement board and has
A. D. 1923.
heard by said court on
And Clara Alberti 24 both of Holland. been ordered back to duty by the staDANIEL F. PAGELSEN Tuesday, the 2»th day of Jnmiary A.
tlon. Capt. Van Weelden has been
Circuit Court Commissioner. 1624 at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
18 Weil 7tk
HOLLAND, NICE
Vaudle Vandenberg Is In Cincinnati ill for some time in a Chicago hospiFred T. Miles,
Dated Sept. 29. A. D. 1923.
business for the Wolverine Adv. tal but he has recovered sufficiently to
Attorney for Plaintiff
JAMES J. DANHOF.
Co.
allow his return to duty.
Businessaddress, Molland, Michigan.
Judge of Probate
BJon contemplatesspending $119,050
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Holland City Nows
THINKS "DREAM

UIEIM

In an editorialcaptioned, "Dream

tells

Grand Haven

FORMER GRAND HAVEH
MAN DIES FROM RAD
HOLLAND INTERURBAN
AUTO ntJUKT

BRING ELECTRIC

TRUE SOME DAY
Roads," the

LAKETOWN WOMAN
KILLED BT THE

BOULEVARD LIGHTS

ROAD” WILL GOME

SIGN CRAZE
Just a

jew

years ago electric signs

Tribune In Holland were unknown.

of a "dream" of County Com*

Since the advent of the boulevard

missioner Connelly for a road along lightingsystem such a transformation

the beach from Holland to Grand has taken

place that practicallyev-

—

cry business man has become Infested
with the electric sign "bug."
"This Is an age when dreams come
A very healthy sign, to say the
true. Dreams backed by determlna* least and one which denotes progress
and gives Holland a metropolitan air.
Surely strangers In the city would
tlon, energy, efficiency and vision are
not recognize Holland at night comndw merely the ground work of act- paring It with two years ago when
only six lights were visible directing
ual accomplishment. At a clam bake the stranger to the downtown district
at Port Sheldon Senator Wra. ConnelLess than two years ago thirteen
ly was one of the speakers. News- arc lights were all the Illumination
paper writers present seized upon and that could be found on River avenue
featured Sen. Connelly's statements and 8th street a distance of more than
It was the relation of a dream be a mile and a quarter.
has long cherished, the construction
Occasionally a friendly gleam from
ot a concrete highway along the a storekeeper’s window would Indibeach of Lake Michigan, extending cate that the business districthad
from Grand Haven to Holland. One been reached. Since that time our
has but to make his way along the boulevardlights tell another story.
beach to realize how comparatively Altho hindered by opposition these
simple such a feat would be. A great were installedafter much hard work
deal of construction would be ov^r a and today there Is not a person in

Haven. Says

the Tribune

The Holland Interurbanon the
Peter Voshol, 62, formerly of OrmmG
Saugatuck Division late Saturday Haven, who with Jacob Veltman.
noon Instantly killed Mrs. Klaas Os- was run down by an automohil* Ms
tema, nged 67, ‘ who ran directly In Grand Rapids, as the two wer®
front of an oncoming Interurban car their way home from work, die* few
at the crossing near her home.
Butterworth hospital. Grand Rapftte
Mr. and Mrs. Ostema were coming the 20th auto victim this year.
to Holland and noticed that they were
Although the man was revived mms
on the wrong side and attempted to after the accident and was able t»
cross Mra. Oostema being caught be- talk, when he was taken by the
fore she got safely over.
lice to th% hospital, he became iinrasi
The body was taken to the Notier- sclous soon afterward. A fracture aC
NlbbellnkFuneral Home.
the skull proved fatal, physicians saUL
The deceased Is survived by her Mr. Veltman’sInjuries were not hbw
husband and seven children: Mra lous and he soon left the hoepltal.
Albert Alferlnk, Mrs. Henry Yonder
----A coroner's
Investigation la _
belw
111
n
* a
m Jenl*e«»
.. a —
Ble, Mrs. Wm. Strabblng, Mrs. Edwin held
and C. . Walker,
60,
of
I'uder, Miss Angie, Miss Lena and d river of the car that run
n uver
over —
tfeeJohn.
two men, will be questioned by th%
The funeral was held on Wed- coroner.
nesday at 12 o’clock at the home In
Laketown and at 1:30 at the Graafechap Christian Reformed church Dr. John E. Kulsona of the Wester*
TheologicalSeminary was In GranC
Rev. J. L. Hoeres officiating.
Rapids on business Friday.
Misa Henrietta Althuls who Is atBom to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis W. tending the Western State Normal I*
White 180 W. 18th St, Oct. 10, a girl, spending the week-end with her parThelma Luclle.
enta, Mr. and Mrs .8. V. Althuls.

n

_

II*

_

—

Hat surfaced beach, and where It the city who would want to see them
would be necessaryto cut Into the taken out any more than they would
dunes .the sand Is easily workable.
like to see Centennial Park plowed up.
'Such a highway would cost ft althoughIn the latter case, an injuncgreat deal of money but the expend!
tion was threatenedwhen the park
lure would not compare with the sum board attempted to spend its Aral
of money which has been spent in th€ *5000 to reconstruct this now beauticonstruction of roadways over a much tul park, the heart of Holland.
shorter distance. It would open up
But the boulevardlights have brot
some of the most beautiful lake front something -else. More than two years
age to be found ulorig the entire ago electricsigns were few and far
shore. Much of this property has al- between. An Inventory taken by this
ready been acquired by people who paper today shows 39 electric signs on
desire to erect summer homes there. sth street 11 on River avenue and
Summer hom< s stretch up the shore 20 located In other parts of the city,
foi a great distance north of Holland. embracing 7lh and »th streets and
Prom Grand Haven, homes extend Central avenue and 16th street, maksouth along the beach for a great ing seventy in all.
distance connectingup with Port
Besides these, at least five others
Sheldon district. A highway along are to be placed, a lare 6ne in front
the ‘ beach would make one of the
ot the Colonial theater, another one
most magnificent touristroutes to be embellishing the front of the Green
found anywhere in the country. Per- Mill Cafe, which will also be a beauty
haps it would cost a million. Yet It is it is said, and Jacob Lokker we unmore than a dream. It is a project.A derstand has plans along that line for
wsion which is almost certain to be- the Lokker-Rutgers Co.
come a material fact."
Two others can be mentioned when
plans are more matured,and no doubt
others will follow as the bug takes
•

After the busiest season we have ever had,
we

find we have several

REMNANTS LEFT OF UNOLElt.
Some are 6 ft. wide and some are 12 ft.
wide. ALL FIRST GRADE GOODS,
but short lengths.

ALLEGAN MAN TELLS

firmer hold.
Surely the array is very noticeable
on the public streets. Holland in fact
Writers are unable to describe the has got the electriccraze for within
actual horrors of the recent Japanese those two years, the banks have put

OF QUAKE HORRORS

Some Pieces large enough
Bring

in the

for small

rooms

measurements of your rooms

and see how cheap we can help you out.

Burlap backed linoleum as

cheap as 85 cents a yard!

JAS. A.

BROUWER

CO.

nations

• 212.214 River Ave.

“The Heart

of the

earthquake.
in electric standards surrounding
Thus writes Charles Gibson, son of their buildings,the theaters have been
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Gibson, 103 Davis extensively Illuminatedon the outstreet, Allegan.
side, beacon lights are to be found
Young Gibson, aboard of the U. 8. ar the city hall, Masonic Temple, and
S. Sicard, bound for a cruise in Japan- the Holland postoffice,while R. B.
ese waters at the time of the quake Champion has filled Centennial Park
is engaged In relief work there. Jn a with several ornamental lights,and
letter to his parents received thl* Hope College campus has put In a
week he writes:
small boulevard lighting syiuem of
"1 suppose the papers are full of its own.
of earthquake news and it is the
E’rom utter darkness Holland has
one time when they cannot stretch turely come into the light within the
a story. Everythingin Yokuhoma and last two years.
Tckyo is a total wreck. One can hardGeorge VanKoeverlng has been
ly tell in words of the havoc it raised.
"The dead are everywhere.And tamed chief editor of the first annua!
everythingthat is not down to the tc be published by the senior class
ground is gutted by tire. They are of the Zeeland high school, 's
ourmng the dead yet and it will be
three weeks {Sunday since the catastiophe. - The estimaie about 2i0,uub head. Army ited Cross and army
held hospitals are being erected. All

Home”

seem

A

PRODUCT OF

A

GREAT INSTHUTION

An institution where men
fair

not only

pay for their work, but the bene-

fits of

dents for the clean way they treated
the Sparta boys. The dozen or more
rowdies, who came from among the
townspeople .were held at bay after
the game by a line formed by th,*

Although outweighed eight pounds
oj paojoj Sujaq , pun ubui aqj oj
struggle In a sea of mud, the Holland
ball toters proved real opposition for
the Central crew of Grand Rapids on
Saturday afternoon at Houseman
field. A fumble In the second quar-

a splendidlyorganized Relief

Society, and that satisfying indirect

which always attends the man

who works shoulder to shoulder with
other intelligent, broadminded workers.
The Working Man

in

ter by Nettinga gave* Central the ball
on Holland's 12-yard stripe. A plunge
by Ray netter two yards and Mat-

this organization

is well taken care of fpr good reasons.

Any man who

is

good enough to help

in the manufacture of the Holland
Furnace, is good enough, to .deserve
good treatment. IT our men were not
well treated, we could not expect
them to turn out Furnaces that Make

Warm

the playing Held and threatened to
"get": Stevens, the Sparta star. Coach
Passage of Sparta wishes to thank the
Sparta school officials and the stu-

free medical service, group in-

surance,

help

Capt. Stevens of Sparta featured in
the longest run of the game, sprinting 80 yards across the gridiron before becoming exhausted. With but
one more yard to go for the winning
touchdown, Stevens' sank to Onground. where a Zeeland player then
downed him. Zeeland held on Onone-yard line and punted out. Zeeland made 11 first downs to Sparta s
13 Bodell and Sprick of Sparta f> a
tyred with long runs on intercepted
passes.
The thrillinggame was marred by
a bunch of rowdies who Hocked onto

Zeeland team and student*. These
ro.wdies should not be allowed entrance to the playing field, throwing
the whole town of Zeeland in disgrace because of their low tactics.

have

Friends.

HOLLAND FURNACE
LARGEST INSTALLERS OF FURNACES

IN

CO.
THE

WORLD

Harry, wheeling a barrow,

Loaded with

carrots, cabbage and

marrow.

to be represented here.

In a sensational game at Zeeland
Friday Zeeland high school high held
Sparta to 0 to 0 score before a big
crowd. The game was one of the
bist seen in years. Sparta worked the
ball twice to Zeeland's one-yard line,
but the Zeeland team held for downs

IS

is for

All the relief is being given lha:
tan be. We have many American
people here that were killed. A party
of men from this ship uncovered thu
American consul's home only to find
the bones of the occupants.There are
siill fires here and there. Hut the
city Is mostly burned out. What u
not burned will have to be blown up.
The docks where all the big ships tit
up are gone. We are here to give' a
hand where needed. It may be a lonj:
time before we leave."

ZEELAND ROWDIES
TRY TO BREAK UP
GAME AT ZEELAND

THE HOLLAND FURNACE

JJU

thewson couldn't gain around left
end. Matthewson again tried left end
and this time he daahed ten yards
necessary for the touchdown. Central
failed to kick goal. The other touch
down came as the result of a poor
punt of 8t. John from his own five
yard line In the 4th quarter.Central
recovered on the 16 yard marker and
then Hay tore off five yards around
end. Matthewon gained ground putting the ball on Holland's four yard
line. Then Ray went off tackle and
by much twisting and wriggling managed to get across the line by Inch.s
only. Central lost a golden opportunity to score once before in the fourth
quarter when the* were held for
downs on the Holland one yard stripe
after taking the ball from the 2i yd.
line by line plunges.
Van Raalte and Klels gained th*:
most ground for Holland while Malthewson and Ray were able to tear off
good gains through the Holland line
anti around the ends.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Van Schelven and
son Lewis motored to South Bend for
over the week end, where they were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Pear
rent.

New

Prices

ESective October

2,

the Ford

Motor Company

announces the following reduced

prices

on

all

Ford Cars and Trucks:

Touring Car Coupe - Runabout

$265.00

-

295.00
525.00

-

Four-Door Sedan

Chassis

685.00

- -

230.00

Truck Chassis

370.00

All Prices F. O. B. Detroit

These are the lowest prices in

With

all

Ford history.

and refinementsthat
every body type, Ford Cars

the recent changes

have been made in

now oSer new

values in motor transportation.

new

Four-door

its streamline body

and many

Especially is this true of the

Sedan with

added conveniences.

The Fordson Tractor
The

Fordson Tractor has been increased $25.00, making the present price
price of the

$420.00

•

F.

O. B. Detroit

You can take advantage of

these

new

w

prices

through the Ford Weekly Purchase ‘Plan

Holleman*De Weerd Auto Co.
Byron Center Holland Zeeland

Holland CitJ Newi

PAGE FOUR

S. Slotman was shot by a hunter in
a woods near Hamilton In a very pe^ church, has received a call from the culiar manner. Slotman waa sitting
Enteied as second-class matter at the Christian Reformed church at Doon, on a stump when suddenly • rabbit
came running by, and a hunter In the
Postofflceat Holland, Michigan, under Icwa.
the Act of Congress. March,
Courtship by mall in this country Is vicinity shot, and hit Slotman Instead
not a new thing and It has become of the rabbit. Almost two dozen shot
Terms 11.60 per year with a discount Quite the style between folks In for- were removed from Slotman's person
of 50c to those paying in advance, elgn countries. Jacob Van Dorp of by a doctor In the neighborhood.
Mr. L. J. Du Saar of the Holland
Rates of Advertising made
has been correspondingwith
upon
Margaret Sloot of Kampcn, the Photo Shop left for New York WedNetherlands, and in that way pledged nesday morning to meet a nephew
their troth. The couple met for the from the Netherlandswho Is coming
the first time In New York harbor here for a visit. Mr. Du Saar went
last week when the would-be groom two or three days early in order to
tried to pass his coming bride by have time to go In the New York
the Immigration officers In which markets for new thirigsfor his gift
ho was successful. Van Dorp has been chop.
Announcementwas made Tuesday
Bupt. E. E. Fell reported to the 1 a resident of Zeeland for the past 16
dty health department today that all ! years and the young lady is now by the Masonic Temple officials that
the pupils enrolled In the public ! staying at the hdme of Mr. and Mra the concert of the Royal Holland Bell
school with the exception q( 30, have [ \ an Wleren where the marriage will Ringers will be given at that place ou
October 19 as scheduled. When the
been vaccinated. No reports have take place.
tteu received from the other schools, j That ThanksgivingIs near Is well smallpoxban was clamped on' In HolThe Colonial Theater has Just known by a man named Wm. Bishop land the Masonic Temple olficlalsimerected a beautiful electric sign in of Hudsonv.lle, who a few nights ago mediately announced that all mi el
front of their playhouse.The sign is lest 25 turkeys that were roosting on Ings at the Temple were off, includ15 feet tall and is capped with a large his farm in some trees. Men In auto- ing the concert by the Bell Ringera
Dutch windmill, embellished with a moblles made a raid, filled their ma- The Masonic otficlals wanted to do
myriad of electricglobes. I<arge let- chines tnd whizzed away to Grand their share to help check the disease
ters spelling out the word Colonial aro Rapids. The loss to the farmer is ai ..ml so they chctrfuLy complied with
ih( request of the health officials.
arranged perpendicularly undirneatn leas: (100.
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday
the windmill and are also electrified.
The Zeeland Poultry and Pet Stock
Isaac Goldman who for severa'. association lias announced Dec. 28 to afternoonat 3 o'clock at the home
years conducted the Grand Haven Jan. 1 as dates for its 13th annual of Mrs. R. N. De Merell 64 East 9th
Iron and Metal Co. has sold the busi- show. Judge W. C. Young of Dayton, street. Mrs. James Wayer will give
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POOLE PROPERTY
ON LAKE FRONT HAS

DO

BEEN SOLD

1897.

-

known
application.

The beautiful property of 58 acres
with 2,000 feet of Lake front, together with the beautiful home, the property of the Poole estate, has been
sold. The purchasers are Con DePree,

Henry P. Zwemer, Frank Dyke and
G. J. Dlekema. The property waa
purchased from George E. ClemenUi,
who acts as agent for the Poole estate, while Henry Zwemer, negotiated
for the Holland men.
This beautiful estate has been on
the market for some time but it took
considerable capital to swing it, and
at last the right men came along and
closed the deal.
The land will be subdivided Into
parcels of liberal proportion which
will make ideal pieces of property tor
home building.
Not alone will this property bo
most suitable for summer homes but
with the rapid growth of the city,
with Macatawa drive to be Improved

next spring, this localitywill shortly
filled with permanent homes. Distance Is of minor Importancesince the
advent of the automobile.
The property extends from the lak#
front to the north, to the interurbun
car line to the south, and Macatawa
drive is connected up with Black lake,
giving all property owners In that vicinity access to the water.
The beautiful home on the brow of
thfe hill la built of solid concrete with
tile roof, finished in hardwood thruout. The late Mr. Poole spared no
expense in this home and it Is the last
word In home construction, containing all the modern conveniences, electrical. heating and ' otherwise.
The third floor which is 24x60 feet
and finished in hardwood, is suitable
for a ball room. The second iloor
contains five bediooms. lour of them
containing fire places. Two large
master bathrooms, a large hall and
ample closet roon^ are also found on

be

ness to Dave Turetsky. Mr. and Mrs. O., will Judge the standard classesand an address on "Shall America Go
Prof. Foreman of M. A. C. the util- Back?" Mrs. Etta Whitman will give
weeks for their native land Transyl ity clashes. The association has also a talk on "Our Local Government.'
vanla where they will spend the win booked Dr. L. E. Heusley and Mr. De votlons will be conducted by Mrs.
ter. The province they lived In was Stanford of Grand Rapids as speaker J. F. Heemstra and music will be in
charge of Mrs. P. H. Doan. Tea will
a portion of Austria Hungarla un- for a roundup meeting Oct. 17.
Mrs. John Boone, Mrs. C. E. Rip- be served by Mrs. W. A. Cobb ami
til the war, but now a principalityof
Rumania.
ley and Mrs. John De Glopker are committee. The parliamentarylaw
The Allegan papers state that named among thirty other lady guests class will meet at 2:30.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van Loplk, Mlsb
Edwy. B. Reid of Allegan, son of ai a house party given at Grand HaEdwy. C. Reid, the editor, took din- ven by Mrs. James W. Oakes and KatherineVanLopik and Mies Lavlna
ner with PresidentCoolidge at the Mrs. Ralph Van Toll, who entertained Van Lopik of Grand Haven started on
president'sInvitationa few days ago. at bridge. The home on Luke Avenue Wednesdayon a long motor trip to
The president is very much Interested was a bower of blossoms. Autumn Florida. Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Muller
In farm problems, he himself being coloring In bright tinted leaves and will also drive down in their car and
a farmer and Mr. Reid from Allegan early fall blooms formed the central ihe Grand Haven families will keep
is a representative of the American decorations while old fashionedbou- togetherin the Journey. The trip
Farm Bureau Federation at Washing- quets of geraniums were used us cen- south will bo made via Washington
Virginia, the Carollnasand through
ton. Matters pertaining to farm con terpieces for each bridge table.
ditions were discussed and revision
The American Legion of Zeeland Georgia. The Grand Havenites exof railroad rates reduction of taxes in has elected officers for the coming pect to spend the wlpter at Tarwhich the farmer would beneflt wert> year: Commander O. J. Van Hoven; pen Springs, Fla., These Grand Ha
the major remedies brought out.
vice commandersHenry Holstege and ven folks are well known In Holland.
Koelf Westra, 8 years old, son of J. that' floor.
The Boeve family of Fillmorehas Klessel Van Dyke; adjutant, Edward
The first floor Is unusuallyelaborb€«n hoodooed of recent years. Miss DenHerder; finance officer, Anthony J. Westra of Grand Rapids was killed ate. containinga large living room
That this Bank has many facilities to ofler you?
Gladys Boeve who was arrested for Mulder; director,C. Schenner; chap- Saturday when run down by a Heck- .vith unique fireplace, a duung room
driving without a license and who ran lain. George Meengs; sergeant, Albert man B.sftyit Co. truck. Clutching In with built-in china closets and fire
That—
pay intereston Savings?
over the two Hulsebos children on Marlink; mess sergeant John VanLoo. nls hana a catechism which affected place. A large receptionhall with
College avenue Is prostrated.Two
Lubert J. Hop and Miss Gertrude E. identificationhe slipped on the wet open stairway one master bedroom
year ago Mrs. Gerrit Henry Boeve was Schutt were united in marriage on pavement as he attempted to dodge with fuer'ace and la.ge baih. «» * "f;That—
Checking Account here is a real conthrown from a buggy and was ren- Thursday evening at the parsonageo. the truck and tell under the wheels. venlent k:tcli,-n with built in icebox
The
name
of
Verme
Tuttle
of
Grand
dered unconscious for ten days. Just the First Reformed church Rev. Jas.
venience?
. nd steel combination wood and gos
tefore the accident the same lady un- Wayer performingthe ceremony. The Junction was omitted Tuesday as one range, also servants' room with bath.
of
the
sons
of
the
late
Charles
Tuttle
derwent two serious operations which couple were attended by the parents
The large Poole farm has always
That— a nominal sum a year will pay for the rental
fcearly cost her her life.
ot the groom- and the father of the of West Olive, who passed away 4n contained a wonderful orchard well
The Hope College Anchor has oride. They will make their home in this city Monday night.
cf one of our Safety Deposit Boxes?
Russell Boeve and Arthur Boeve of kept, and the fruit is ot the bs-Jt, allaunched a movement for bettering Holland.
ways bringing fancy prices The orconditions at the institution.BeautiT. R. Van Wert of Montello Park Fiilmore township have left for Ak- chards contain 231 appic trees, 320
fication of a drive to raise funds for who has been seriously 111 the post ron la., where they will be employed pear treta, 340 cherry trees of choice
That—
re at your service for Financial Assisa new classroom,engagementof a tew months with heart trouble has by John Van Oss in the corn harvest verities, 30 plum trees and 36 peach
tance or Advice of any kind?
director of physical training to assist c far recoveredthat he was able to on John Van Oss's large farm.
The Grand Haven board of super- ttees. The property also contains an
Coach Schouten and solicitation of attend the New England clambake
unuaual
lot
of
small
fruit.
funds to engage more professors of that was held at Port Sheldon Thurs- visors ignored the request for aid to
The landscapegardener would find
That— Courtesy and Prompt Service are two of our
assist the Salvation Army of the state
high caliber are the alms.
lay.
the i’oole property ideal to work upwith
funds
the
vote
standing
13
to
Mrs. C. J. Monroe of Allegan was
After many months of suffering
on. .. The land is rolling .contains
fundamental policies?
aeriously burned Wednesday when Mrs. Charles Zeerip has passed away 12. The widows pension fund wa* some beautiful wooded spots, and
given
(30, 0U0.
her skirts caught Are as she was light- Many friends and neighbors morn her
B. P. Sherwood well known, In this even has a creek running through it
Bette: get acquainted. Come in today.
ing the Ore in a stove. She was badly aeath as she was loved by all who
into Black Lake.
burned from head to feet before ths- knew her. She Is survived by her hus- city has resigned from the Granu
The
property also contains a largo
flames were extinguished. Dr. Jas. band and children Grace, Nella, Sadie, Haven board of education, a position garage built to correspond with' the
H. Vanneps who Is attending her says and Mr. and Mra. Ernest Vandenberg he has held for years, and A. W. El- home, and contains all the accessorWe Piy 4 PerccBt fc»piod oa Siviigi
•he has about an even chance for re- her father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. liot was namtd hi his place. Mr ies that a motoristneeds, and hau
covery. Mr. Monroe Is local ticket Martin Japlnga and five brothers. Sherwood is president of the Grand rcom for aix cars. Large barr. anJ
agent for the New York Central Ry. Peter, Abel, John, Jake and Henry. Haven State bank.
A derailed box car on the Pere chicken hatcheries,a gardener a home
Jacob Terpstra, aged 71 years, died Funeralservlceswere held on last
Marquette
stub line running past the and. also a guest home are found on
Saturday at his home on the Alpena Monday, at 2 o'clock at the home,
the I Poole estate.
l Challenge Refrigerator Co's plant
road. He is survived by his wife and East 16th street.
The Poole property has always
at
Grand
Haven
smashed
the
loading
two children, Jacob and Cecil. The
Dr. J. E. Kuizcnga has just returnbeep a show place for traveling tourplatform
doing
damage,
estimated
at
funeral
held Tuesday after- ed from New York City where he
ists and It Is especiallygratifying that
noon at 2 o'clock at the home, Rev. went In the interest of the Western one thousand dollars. The car was Holland men were farsighted enougn
derailed
during
switching
when
a
Jnnses Wayer officiating. Interment Theological seminary.
to puichase this beautiful pioco of
was at the Lakeshore cemetery.
Principal RJemcrsma states that the brakeman pulled the wrong lever and property.
Clarence Robart who was slightly high school studentsare vaccinated set tjie derailer. The wreckage waa
Injured when his car went over an em- 100%. That being tfie case all can soon cleared and the damage to the
building will be repaired.
The FraternalOrder of Eagles at
bankment directly north of Holland attend.
Judge Cross can again hold court in Us regular meeting decided to open
skated that the accident happeneo
Sunday has been designated by the
because he had to go. around a car general synod of the Reformed Allegan, the new boilers having been the social season of 1923-24 on Fritbat was parked directlyin the high- chutch In America as a special day ol installed, and the Jurors have been or- day evening, with a rumm party, and
•ray on M-ll which. Is against the law prayer for the mlntatrial pension dered to report next Monday when the on Friday evening November 2nd, a
The car tuhied over entirely leaving iund. Churches in Holland and vi- sessions will begin. At this time the I edro party and dance will be held;
Iwo wheels up In the air. Rohan cinity are planning to observe the Saugatuck drowning case will come the same to bo held every alternative
weal toHolland for assistance and to day. The aim of the promoters is to up for which Fred Rill of Chicago, is r r.pay evening throughout tne winbavs his injuries attended to. and ia»e (1,000,000 endowment fund in being held on the charge of man- ter.
slaughter.
The Eagle hall has undergone exFbog he returned two tires had been live years.
Mr. and Mrs. LuBurge of Hamilton, tensive lupuirs and has been ueauutaken fiom tbe wheels.
The work meeting of the American
Frank Huffmaster and John Dan- Legion Auxiliary that was scheduled recently celebrated their sixty-fourth lully redecorated and every member u
eumtotly rtQuosted to come und see
Mo of Allegan were run down by an for Wednesday night has been post- wedding anniversary.
the now home. Eagles also nave a
an extra freight train, the former poned to next week Wednesday night.
ar»ve on tor new members and exfegriaffhis head badly cut, and the Oct. 24. The program will bs exyict that a membershipof five 5ou
latter sustaining a broken leg. The ceptionally entertaining and it is
will be attained before me holidays.
sea were aboard a handcar wliL ho(>ed the change of date will not aftom other section hands who were fect the attendance. Tne meeting
•loo badly cut.
Miss Dora Schermer, city librarian
will be in G. A. R. Hall at 7:30.
J. W. Kent aged 79 died at his home
John Dyke, 18, son of a Coopers- is in Kalamazoo attending the annua,
in Allegan Saturady. Mr. Kent was ville farmer was taken into custody convention of the State Library assoIN
bora there and lived his whole life by Deputy Sheriff Garter of Marne ciation. Tht convention is being held
fe that city. The funeral was held Sunday, charged with shooting pheas- tor three days this week.
The Memphis, Tenn., Commercial
Monday at 2 o'clock in charge of tht ants. One bird it is said was found in
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Huesing of DeMaosnic lodge of which order he was the youth's possession.He waa re- troit are visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Appeal prints a cut of Patrolman E.
N'uismer, formerlyof Holland, now a
a member.
leased on bund to appear before Aug. Huesing ol 213 W. 11th St.
Mr. and Mrs. Kay Poppe of Char member of the police force of that
Mas Bernice Hulsebos at Holland Judge Danfroth ot Marne later.
iiy. Assisted by another patrolman,
hospital was considerably Improved
John R. Emmlck and Clara Alber- Ictte spent Sunday wltn their par
Moaday morning. Miss Gladys Reeve ua w’ere married Friday afternoonat ents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. J. Poppe, E Mr Nuismer captureda trio of negro
windits, held on one charge of murof Fillmore who was the cause of he parsonage of the Prospect Park Eighteenth street.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van der, two charges of shooting with inruaaing her down on College avenu- Christian Reformed church the cerepleaded guilty in Justice DenHerden mony being performed by Rev. J.uj;. Sweden of Grand Raids a boy, Jay t. nt to kill und 18 chargts of robcourt and was fined |10 and c esis Schaap. They were attended by John Alvin. Mrs. Van Sweden was forineri> bery and attempted robbery.
Inspector Grnfin, of the detective
Saturday.
fciarense and Nella Douma. They left Miss Alice Smith of North Holland.
Mrs. John Hopkins has left for bureau of Memphis, told the patrolAlthough Holland people could nol on a wedding trip to Detroit.
go to church here because of the
Henry Bottje of the Grand Haven 3 pel lan i to visit her daughter* Mrs. i. en the arrtsi of the bandit gafig
i as one of the bust eccompllshmenis
amall box ban, Zeeland, Graafschap, State bank had a narrow escape on Mark Jefferson for two weeks.
Mrs. Jacob Fris of the year. In the citaiion be said:
Grand Haven and churches in sur- Saturday when one of the live ton
rouadlng towns were well fl.led with doors of the new safe which the Die- motored to Winona Luke, lad., and 1 want to commend you fur the good
work in apprenending John E. LawHolland church goers, who motored old Safe Co. is placing in the branen were away for a few days.
to neighboring cities.
There are fifteen casus of'smullpox son, Eddie Freeman and Alfred Gholbank crashed to the floor while it was
son, responsible for the shooting ot
An automobile owned by Arie Ter being put into place. Mr. Bottje side reported in Drenlhe.
vi.mta J. Russell on Neptune street,
Haar of Holland was picked up by stepped just in time to avoid being
and the killingof James Brown, nethe state police near Adreeu crossing crushed. A representative of the
gio, and the clearing up of nearly n
Saturday afternoon.The state police Diebold company was working on the
i ore of holdups."
found the owner who had abandoned Job at the time. The floor under the
Patrdlman Nuismer is the son ol
HIT AT
car after a bearing was burned out door and several Joists were smashed.
oe Nyismer, Eaut 17th street, and
Rev. Seth Yanderwerf of Holland Monday noon the safe door wuh put
apoke before the ConsbtoriulUn- In Its place solidly.
The Dowaglac Daily News of Satur- spent <us boyhood In this city.
ion of Grand Rapids Reformed Rural schools near South Haven day had the following about the Holchurch, Grand Rapids Monday night
’S^OLDEST
land Bell Ringers:
the subject Church Extension, are closing in Increasingnumbers
"Holland Bell Ringers who gave a
on
account
of diphtheria a few cases
Wtoe and Otherwise."
G. A. R.
which are reported in the outly- uplendld entertainmentat the Elks
The portraits of the prize winning of
ing
districts. The disease has not temple Friday evening under the
babies in the Better Baby Contest at
auspices of the American Legion,
tha Holland Community fair are be- yet made its appearance in that city, rang the bell as far as a musical
Charles Tuttle, perhaps the oldest
ing displayed this week through the according to health officiala.
The Compositions of FlorenceJamts Goodkind [Song Writer] and
success Is concerned. Another big
Mrs. Jacob Krakkee aged 81 years,
courtesy of James A. Brouwer Co. in
Clarence J. Hillebrand [Composer]will te presented with other classics by
audience
is expectedfor their second Civil War veteran In Ottawa county,
their window. The larger portraits died Tuesday morning at 137 Went and final appearance at the Elks temsure those of the first prize winners; 16th street. She is survived by two ple tonight.
died Monday evening at the home of
the smaller are those of the second daughters, Mrs. Bert Vanden Brink of
"The musiciansare here from HolHolland
and
Mrs.
George
H.
Peck
of
and third, and .ore similar to the picIrmr Veronica Morin, Soprano Soloist
land and comprise an entire family. his daughter, Mrs. Lee L. Watson, 45
ture which the mother of each prize Detroit The funeral will be held on
Clifford J, Blatt, Violinist
They
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
H. East Seventh street, a*t the age of 91
wtaner receivedin addition to rhe Friday afternoonat 2 o’clock at the Brouwer and daughter. Miss Mar- Clarence J. Hillebrand,Pianist
home.
money prize given by the banka. Ail
ianne and three sons, John, Petsr and year. Mr. Tuttle was almost a lifeportraits are by Eleanor F. Jones'
Royal Neighbors will give a pro- Theodore.
Studio, cor. of nth and River Ave.. gressive pedro party and dunce on
"One of the features of the program long resident of West Olive where he
Holland.
Thursday at 8:30 p. m. Royal Neigh- is the Holland street singing of "The
condubted a farm for many years, reAll mid-week meetingsand catech- bors, Woodmen and friends, are inMidnight Express.’ Tnls is an imi- tiring from active wprk some years
ctieai classes of the flth Reformed vited.
FRIDAY EVENING, OCT. 19,
8:15 o’clock
tation of the Holland custom of singdbureh will be held us usual.
The meetings of the societiesand ing the events.of the day in market ago.
GENERAL
A
OMISSION
50
cents
He waa born in Ohio and came to
Mkm Grletje Ver Planke, wife of catechism classes of the Prospect places.
Big Rapids aa a young man, later
Verplanke, formerlyof Holland Park Christian Reformed church will
"The
Hollanders
are presenting removing from there to West Ollvb. 0"
•xitf at one time a sheriff of Ottawa be held as usual this week.
‘the Instrumentof mystery,’ and the He answered the call of Lincoln durcounty, died Sunday at her home in
A class In violin has been organized occazlno, the smallest musical instru- ing the Civil war and served with
Spring Lake. Mrs. VerPlanke was 75
ment known."
honor and distinctionin all the cam- on Monday so much so that he was
years old. She is survived by nine at the Hope College School of Music
with
Karl
Wecker
us
the
teacher.
Mr.
paigns In which the 25th Michigan taken in an auto from his home in
•pna. her husband and 42 grandWest Olive, to the home of his daughchildren. Funeral services were Wecker was formerly head of the deThere are few public speakers Infantry took part. He was a pal In ter In Holland. But he had been ailthe army of Louis De Kraker of Holwhose llvfs have been so filled with land and the two veteran* often wc^i- ing for several months and the generin the habit of getting together and «: weakness of age overcame him
adventure an has that of Raymond talking over old times.
Monday evening.
You want to sell your farm?
and Rev. 8. C. Nettlnga officiating,
f‘V l,he
Mr. Tuttle le survived by his wife
Mr. Tuttle waa in fairly good health
JBurlal was in Lake Forest. Grand
Mr. \Secker will Robins, who Is announced to lecture
Foi
ten yeais I sold /or/ns exbe as the Vporhees studio every Satand
nine
children:
Edward
of
Benton
Mr. and Mrs. W. Edlng celebrated
"J"® to »wo and all those In Carnegie Gymnasium on October their tin wedding anniversaryTues- Harbor; Charles of Watervllet; Leon'T<*nry V. Decker has tendered
clusively. . I promise you acday evening at their home nt 182 ard of Detroit; Lonnie and Louis ot
resignation iwi rural letter carrer to who wish to Join the class can d.> so
30th, and there are still fewer w'hosp Columbia avenue. The evening was Grand Rapids; Rollle of Tustln; Mra. tion. Write
about your
Postmaster W. O. Van Eyck, effective at that time.
R. Frohllok and Miss Lane of Kalspent in playing games, prizes being Lee L. Watson of Holland; Mrs; Wm.
November 1. Dekker has served the
general qualificationsto tell from the
won by Mrs. L. De Witt ami Harold Gigat and Mrs. John Leland of Grand place today.
territory southwest of Holland for amazoo spent Sunday night with Wm.
•early 14 years. He has been absent Zietlow and family, 210 West 1st 8t. lecture platform In a lay sermon Berkel. A two-courseluncheon was Rapids; also by one brother, Jamea
John G. Emery,
guests were: Mr. T#ttle, of Grand Haven.
from duty less than ten days on acHarlan E. Wilson of Jackson has the story of universal conditions, and *erved.
The funeral was held at the
Grand Rapids,
count of sickness and has covered ap- purchased the 100 acre farm of the offer a remedy .for the evils In such and Mra. L. De Witt, Mr. and Mrs.
roximately 175,000 miles by horse late John Odell, six miles south of fascinating language and with sucb, F. Newhouse, Mr. and Mrs. B. Eyles. home of Mrs. Lee.L .Watson, 45 E.
43 Pearl
Mich*
•lid automobile.
Allegan. The consideration was (10,- spiritualeffect. Therein lies his tre- Mr. and Mrs. P. Wieraum, Mr. and 7th street, at 10 o’clock. Thursday
forenoon. Burial waa in the
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Toren left Frirrendous success as a lecturer of skill Mra. C. Westrate. Mlsa Dorothy NewOlive Center cemetery.
house, and Mr. Harold Berkel.
day for their winter home in Lake Worth,
and Infinitevariety.
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board of health of the city
were'raakUiffa^clafcaU at th^ho'ma I *)elween
P“‘‘« concernel ofThe
Holland Is still having Its daily
Official figures have bewTreleased
of friends Tuesday evening burglars in the health controversyhave been meetingsat 2:20 in the morning,and
bv the Ottawa County road commisentered their home at 214 Weet 12th I
.
while conditions are considerably Im- sioners to show the amount of traffic
street and ransacked the place for cleare<1 ^way.
proved, the mayor and the board to- on state trunk lines within the county
gether with the health officer are
I
»«**» leaving no grass grow under their feet during the past summer. Figures aro
that Is estimated at a value of some officer Godfrey, the members of the but arc making rules of quarantine taken for a week, one day being devoted at differentIntervals until
even more strict than before. They seven collectionsof statistics hud been
Mr. and Mrs. Jenckes left their board together with the city Ir
have only one thing in mind, knock gathered.
out Mr. Smallpox.
The sum total of the reckoning
?rrXgh^bou. ,on„ih0
In harmony ,„r
Already yards, as well as houses
theory is that the burglarswere on one common cause, namely the erad- have been quarantined.Officer Bonto- showed horse drawn vehicles to be dethe lookout and saw them leave. They icationof smallpoxIn the city of Hoi koe will make the rounds to watch cidely In the discard, passenger car
traffic to be very heavy with an exthen had several hours to work In and land as well as any other contagious ' those In quarantine and Wednesday
It
diseases.
it is
In supposed
aunnoaedthat they
thnv left
uft with their
th*ir *i~
--morning it was decided that a watch- truordinary amount of truck traffic.
loot long before the owner’s return. The temporary ruction that has ful eye would be kept on these places Track was also kept of foreign cars,
There was evidence to show that they taken place Is really working out for at night as well as m the day time. that is those with licenses from outside the state.
had worked with an eye to their own the good of the city of Holland for
InspectorBosch and Officer Peter
On trunk line 61 thcaveragetraffic
getaway In case they were surprisedthere are a great many angles to' this Bontekoe were Instructed to inform
while engaged In their operations, health proposition that are misunder- neighbors adjacent to quarantined pi r day was as follows: pawenger cars
They had entered the house, through stood, and there also seemed to be property to. stay as far away from 2J36; trucks 231;;;; horses VI; and
the side door by the use of a skeleton a misconceptionas to who is boss uuch property as possible, and they foreign cars 163. On trunk line 11,
key. Then they had, unlocked the under the law. The misunderstand-will also ask such neighbors to inform passenger cans averaged 2868 per day;
back door from the inside. This was ings have all been cleaned away, and the city physician or any member of trucks 203; horses, 103; and foreign
left standing wide open, evidently au the decks have been cleared for con- the health board by phone immediate- cars, 325. Trunk line 16 showed a
a means of exit. The police was im- 1 certed acUon. To a layman these ly. should such quarantinebe broken passengercar average of 2189 per
day; truck 274; horse* 39; foreign
mediatelycalled fcnd a thorough ex- rules and laws of quarantine,these by their neighbors.
cars 607.
a ruination was mhde but there is no different angles and methods which
It was also decided that no person
The largestdays for passenger cars
clue to the Identity of the burglars. | come up In the fightingof an epldem- belonging to the family and not In
Among the articlestaken were all ic and .the things one may and may quarantine could enter a quarantined on each of the reapectlve trunk lines
the clothes of Mr. Jenckes with the not do 'constitutesuch a maze of de- house except In a case where a furn- during the summer are given: trunk
exception of a summer suit and the j tall that It’s no wonder mlsunder- ace fire had to be kept up. Then such lino 16, 6169 on Sept 9; trunk line
clothes he was wearing, some diamond standings arise. Other boards in oth- person must go by way of tho base- 11; 7218 on labor day; trunk lino 51,
pins and pendants, gold neck chains, er cltle* have been bumping up nrent, and leave the same way. Any had 3673 for it* biggest day.
The figures ore valuable for many
two diamond rings, a Jade ring, an against the pame thing, and have been stich person going into the home for
purposes, being used to check up on
Eastern Star pin, a Wellesley College having their little troubles.
any other reason will be locked up roads, the manner in which they stand
pin, and a ^umber of other plecee of
Last night the Zeeland city physi- with the other members of the quarup under different traffic conditions
jewelry. A watch belongingto Mrs. cian called up Dr. Godfrey, telling ol antined family.
the way in which various paved
Jenckes and another watch belonging several cases that had been reported
The board of health is going the and
to Mr. Jenckes were taken. Among at Zeeland, and he too was at a loss limit if necessaryit people will not surfaces may be depended on. On
the loot were £ number of gold pieces as to Just what to do, and asked for co-operate.It is within their power some roads those that are traveled
To reduce our stock of Lace Curtains,
that the Jenckes hud collected as a information In certain cases under to establish a pest house where the lightly, certain construction materials
or
methods
of
construction
may
be
matter of interest in the coins them- certain conditions which information smallpoxpatients will be taken if they
will reduce the price from
used which would not stand up on
selves,some of them rare pieces,the was freely given by Mr. Godfrey.
do not obey the regulations laid down
^lue of the collection being about
From the mayor to the city healtn ns to quarantine, or If conditions be- heavily trdveled roads. Hence thoae
figures,taken on trunk lines all thru
$5u in cash but having greater value j board and the city physician, down come worse than they
tho state are of the greatest value.
for the owners because of the associa- to the Inspector,there is bound to be
It Is also within their power to setions connected with them. The same crltlcsm. Somebody's toes are going gregate all citizensIn a certain block
thing was true of many of the pieces I to be stepped on. But Judging from or even ward, which although done
oi Jewelry which were highly prized | the attitude taken by everyone at only In extreme cases, would be folline in the City to Select from !
for sentimental reasons. About 235 in Tuesday morning’smeeting, and they lowed out if co-operation is lacking.
bills and silver was taken, but the were all there, there was only one Those hearing and seeing quarantine
Price ranging
$1.
a pair and ap.'
silverware was left untouched.Ap- thought, namely to work together and broken can co-operate and prevent
parently in a spirit of levity the get rid of the small pox.
just these things by giving the board
burglars had laid six copper pennies
Dr. Godfrey was given authority of health the desired information.
on the sideboard and four on the to hire added help In the office In
The board of health authorized the
dresser, as If scorning to take such order to carry on the fight. Henry purchase of an automobileto be used
humble coins. That they worked fast Bosch altho criticized here and there, by Inspector Bosch, and have also InOn October 16, 1880, the steamer
was shown by the fact that they over- but who for all that has been a very structed him to use a gown when golooked two pearl scarf pins stuck In efficientInspector, gave some valua- ing into homes that are quarantined. Alpena was lost on Lake Michigan
•J
with all on board, the wreckage comthe silk lining of a Jewel case altho ble information about quarantine,
212-214 Hirer Ave.
Holland, Mich.
Under the law all doctors and In- ing ashore north of Holland harbor
they took everything else In the case. and the breaking of quarantine, and spectora as well, must have a gown
Also the.y did not take a single ar- it was evident that most of the storie;' to wear over their regular clothing i ow called Alpena beach. The steamer left Grand Haven with a large list
ticle of Mrs. Jenckes’ clothing, seem- are made tip out of whole cloth and
when on inspection tours, and these of passengers on board, and nothing
ing to want men’s clothing only.
fall flat when investlgatonreally takes must be fumigated after inspections
waa ever heard of the ehlp thereafter.
The burglarsalso broke into the ' place. He too is to have as>
have been made.
What happened to her is a mystery.
home of M. York, 26 West 26th St., Speed Cop Peter Bontekoe will tern
Mr. Bosch's only conveyance was a
taking an overcoat and a suit of porarily be placed on the quarantine bicycle and he was unable to carry Not one of her officers and crew nor
her passengers lived to tell the story.
AFWCT10WB or any
....
clothes.
squad with his motorcycleand those gowns and other paraphernalia,but
When the Alpena left Grand Haven
followingparts may bsoMMdtf
m
in quarantine will find him bobbing with the automobilehe is able to take
lor Chicago that fatal night, the
nerves Impinged at lbs spina
M
a
Chief of Police Van Ry Wednesday up when they least expect it.
everythingwith him including solu- weather was fine. There were signs
issued a warning to the people of i Both Mr. Bosch and Mr. Bontekoe tions to wash with.
which foretoldan approachingstorm,
Holland to protect themselves as muen will have power to arrtet on sight
is
This also means that Miss Koertge, l ut Capt. Napier the master, believed
BRADf
as poreible against burglars. House- any person found breaking quaran- city nurse is to wear a gown. Besides that he could bo well over to t,he west
EYES
breakers entered two homes in Hol- tine, and they will be given authority every precaution will be taken to pre- shore by tho time the storm broke.
Itland Tuesday night and it was in con- to use force if necessary to bring all \ent the carrying of the disease.
EARS
Late that night and early the follownection with these burglaries that such persons back into quarantine,
Since Saturday, no new cases of ing morning the storm came. The
NOSE
and after they have been released, smallpox have been reported, and wind blew a hurricane and the seas
Chief Van Ry Issued his warning.
THROAT
Health Talk No. 40H
"Theee Jobs are presumably done by then such pereons will be severely teven patients have been discharged.
mounted high. All day the storm
ARMS
persons who travel from city to city dealt with, but not until then, for any
This report is very encouraging howled.
in automobilesand watch for their action before that time would expose and while the health board is elated
HEART
Br
It is said that boats caught out on
chances,’ said the chief. .‘‘When they citizens.
over this result,they are going to be the lake sighted the Alpena early on
LUNGS
The board put in two hours of hard Just as diligent and even more so in
see a house that is dark they try their
JOBS DEJONGE,
the morning of October 10 and that
LIVER
hand at robbing it. Most of the Jobs work and some very constructive guarding the health of the citizens she was then making bad weather of
ore pulled off befone nine or ten methods were thought out; as the of Holland.
stomach
D. C.
it. At any rate she never reached
o'clock^ at least that has been the mayor put it. It Js better to get the
PANCREAS
Chicago
and
her
company
Including
experience in other cities. The burg- views from several than from a few
ninny Grand Haven and Grand RapWhen a cough-,
SPLEEN
lars assume that* the family will re- as this meeting and subsequentmeet- HINGA BUSY PERids people went down with her. It
turn from a theater or from a social ings would demonstrate.
KIDNEYS
is
stubborn ID
waa the popular opinion that her maFECTING
Just how to handle milk, Just howcall between nine and ten and so they
SMALL
BOWEL
chinery gave out and helpless In the
means
that the*
i im to have the Job done with by that to quarantineproperty and yards
FOR NEXT TILT gale she floundered.
LARGE BOWEL
time for experitime. Grand Rapids has boon suffer- containing dwellings that are also
Tho Alpena storm la still recalled
ing from that kind of thing and re- quarantined,was discussedand the
genital organi menting with it is
Coach Hlnga of Holland high school by those who resided here in those
ports of similar burglaries have been proper steps taken.
THIGHS
&
pa t.
cough
days,
as
perhaps
the
worst
which
has
The sentiment of the meeting was Ir striving to perfect au offense that
coming to us from other cities as well.
ever blown the lake into a frenzy. The
"It is of course impracticablefor vaccinate and keep the cases we now- will match his defense, because if his
with
a
raise
of
lost seamer was a side-wheeler craft
people to stay at home all the time have. confined, and soon the trouble backs can drive hard enough and it and opt rated for the Goodrich Co.
mucous
from
the
lungs
may
be
the
forerunner
of
the line learns to charge a bit harder,
but the burglaries of Tuesday night will be over.
Mavor Stephan asked for the books the Wooden Shoes will have a com- between Grand Haven and Chicago,
tuberculosis-ft should be eliminated at once by
give warning that everybody should
with a sister ship, the Muskegon.
take all possible precautions to pro- containing the records of Dr. Godfrey bination that will rank among the
removing tre cause.
Chief Frank Van Ry of Holland,
tect themselvesas much as possible. and these books show that from June best. They will stack up ^gainst MusWeakness in the bronchial or lung region of
The thing to do la to make it as hard 5 until Sept. 29, forty-three oases kegon Heights Saturday at Water- who was then a sailor lad, saw the
steamer left Grand Haven harbor on
us possible for burglara to find valu- of smallpox were Reported. From works park.
the
body
is due to spinal bone displacement in the
Early in the season Hlnga was the night when she floundered. The
able articles. They are usually in a September 17 until the present time
werckage
that came ashore near the
upper
dorse)
region of the spinal column. If a
forced
to
ewitch
his
lineup
a
great
hurry and they will not spend much time 25 patients are in quarantine.
Lakewood Farm, was several ventilu
This does not mean that 43 homes deal and now It seems as though this
cough
is sti bborn, and cannot be thrown off as
time as a rule looking in odd places
tors, a piano, the sign Alpena, from
because they realize the family may are quarantined, for In some homes, was a help to the local coach, because
easily as you have thrown, off other attacks, it is
there are from 2 to 5 and in one nearly every member of his back- over the pilot house door, several lift
return at any time.
as good a danger signal as the on coming, of the
"1 also wish to Impress upon the family at least, as high as eight, were held can play a line position, tyid preservers andother objects from the
general public thb Importance of afflicted with the disease. Since June rome of them can take other back- ahip, but no bodies.
white plague, tuberculosis,ever jives The thing
making sure that their doors are se- 5, several too have been discharged ileld positionsas well. Capt. St. John
to do is to see a chiropractor at once, and start a
starred at end last year. He was
curely locked when they leave their as cured.
On the other hand there may be switched to the back-field, and can
c mrse of spinal adjustmentsto remove the cause.
houses. Burglars can and do get in
Exp. Nov. 24
even where doors are well locked, some cases that hare not been report- now play either as a back or an end. STATE OK MICHIGAN— The Circuit
The record of chiropractic in the influenza epibut the idea Is to make it as hard as ed up to this time, altho Dr. Godfrey Smith can play the half-back posi- Court for the County of Ottawa — In
demic was many times better than that of any othas kept a thorough tab on all cases tion or fill a quarterback's shoes. Van Chancery.
possible for them to enter.”
quarteras far as It was in his power to do Zanden can perform either at
her healing method, and that record is equally
^
i Mamie O’Connor by
hack or end while Van Raalte
James 8. Irwin, who was the first so.
good1 in o'her varieties of lung and bronchial
next
The
temporary
disagreement,
altho mrry the ball au a half-back or
Friend, Plaintiff
white child born in Jamestown, Otthe
bull
as
center.
Kleis
can
play
troubles. There is no substitute for chiropractic.
tawa county, died at Ryron Center very unpleasant, has really worked a quarter-backor haif-back as the ocvs.
great deal of good. It appears that
Neither medicine, diet, message, nor oslecpatby
Ervin
O'Connor,
Deft
ndant.
Jdonduy at the age of 78 years.
casion demands.
He was a former clerk at Byron, a the health board never knew its au, Suit pending Ifljhe circuit court for
Nies
a
last
year's
veteran
is
playing
moves spinal bones.
prominent reublican and a veteran ot thority or position, and apparently .n great form this season. Galister, the county of Ottawa in Chancery, in
the health officerwas in the same
the civil war.
Bronchial Trouble Yield*
also a veteran shows marked ability the city of Gratml Haven, Michigan,
He is survived by his widow, three boat.
.n getting under punts .even thougn on the 12th day of October A. D. 923.
Today
these
misunderstandings
“After attempting for sr metime to lid mysons, Lewis of Grand Rapids, Leslie of
In this cause it appearing from afhave been cleared away, and the rc- lie performs regularly at the tackle’s fidavit on file that it cannot be asAlto and Luther of Byron Center, and
self of a disagreeablebronchial cou^h
at.ons of one toward another are well berth. Overweg, a new end, shows
a daughter,Mrs. L. Yerringtoin,alao
great form on either the defense or certained in what state or county the
defined.
which threatened to be the foreiunner
of Jamestown.Funeral services were
defendantErwin O’Connor residMany other matters came up rela- offense. Smith and Van Raalte are suit!
held Wednesday atternoon at the
es,
therefore,
on
motion
of
Robinson
of
worse trouble, I turned tochiroprac
to health measures, that have doing excellent work in the buik- Ac Panjons, attorneys for said plnlntlfi,
home ;U 1:20 and at 2 o’clock at tho tive
tic
In he course of one month of adreally nothing to do with the epidem- lield.
it is ordered the uald defendant, Erwin
Methodist church.
ic in queetion, anyway these have
justments the ailment graduallydisrp*
O’Connor
cause his appearance to be
never been taken up before, but will
Miss Maggie Stultz entertainedH
l e irid, and now my affliction has ermThe differentpaving projects In Ot- be after the most important question Utile girl friends from the Junior entered in this cause on or before
three months from the date of this
tawa county should be iinished within an be done away with.
pletely leff me.’'- A.
l.fdlcy, ChiioHigh school In hortor of her 14th order and that within forty days from
two or three weeks at the utmost if
For Instance, matters pertaining to birthdayat her home on 151 West
P’actic Research Bureau, Stati ment No.
v/Ork progresses a: the regular speed. unsanitary conditions near a butcher Mih street. The evening was most .the date hereof the said plaintiff
George Borck has finishedone half of shop. What to 4do with a fly laden. pleasantly spent In games, music and* cause this order to be publishedin
1376L
thy Holland City News a newspaper
the' widening of the Holland road 111-smellinghlde'house. How a milk •oudings.
printed, publishedand circulating in
near Agnew, Cline & Bolens have but peddler should handle hia milk In
Dainty refreshments were served the said county of Ottawa, said puba short distance to go on the Muske deliveringit to quarantined homes and from a beautifully decorated tabl
gon road, while J. P. Scharl has about kindred subjects came up that might The color scheme was In the Hallow- llcation to be continued once each
week for six weeks In succession.
two weeks' work on his section.
not have been thought of before.
e'en spirit. Miss Margie received many
Dated October 1 2, 923.
Mr. Borck started pouring concrete
When there is no epidemic,there useful gifts. Those present were; the
OR EX S. CROSS,
on the one mile stretch of M— south is not much to do for members of the Misses Lois Marsllje, Alice Boter,
&
of Or^nd Haven some three weeks health board, but allow bills and ad- Julia Vander Hil, Loutta Schuillng. Robinson & Parsons, Circuit Judge
Attorneys
for
Plaintiff
ago which is to be widened before journ, for there Is no use of prescrib- Margaret Schuurman, Evelyn Van
HOLLAND Peters Bldg. ZEELAND Van Bree Bldg
winter and yesterdayhad completed ing to the w'ell. But when an epidem- Dyke, Gertrude Smeenge, Elizabeth Busimus Address,Holland, Michlgaji.
Hour* 1 30 to 5 P. M.
Hour* 9 to 11 A. M. daily
one aide of tho project. The road is ic hits us It Is another matter, and and Eleanor Winter, Virginia Boone,
7 to 8 P.M. Tues , Thur. and Sat. 7 to 8 P.M.'Mon.,Wed.,Pl.
being kept open in the face of diffi- we are confronted with Just that con- Mildred Flanigan and Margie and
culty In order to accommodate motor- dition today, and we have a health Claribel Stoltz.
Citx. Phone
Citz. Phone 137
Exp. Nov. — No. 9222
ists who would otherwise have to de
board that is functioning pboperly.
STATE OF MICHIGAN — The Probate
tour.
Court for the County of Ottawa.
Since the ban has been lifted a
At a session df said Court held at
TOY
The executive committee of the
musical is to be given under tho aus- the Probate Office in the City ol
pices of the Woman's Literary club Grand Haven In said county, on the
Chambci of Commerce met In the
Expires Nov. — No. 9915
Explrea Nov. — No. 9913
which will be a real treat.
city hall Tuesday night for the pur12th day of October A. D. 1923.
STATE OF MICHIGAN — The Probat' STATE OF MICHIGAN— Tho Probat*
pose of taking up some manufacturOn Friday evening Madame FlorCourt for the- County of Ottawa.
Present: Hon. James J. Danhol, Court for the County of Ottawa
ence J. Goodklnd of Toledo, O., will Judge of Probate.
ing propositions, but more especially
At
a
HOHHion of wild Court- h»‘l<l at , At a session of said Court held at
a concert at the local club room*
to take the necessary steps to secure
In the Matter of the Estate of
the. Probate Office -in the City ol the Probate Office In the City o<
A toy balloon was picked up by give
and will be assisted by Miss Trnm
a new Pere Marquette depot for HolDIK.NA HOP, I)o< •cancel
Russell Boeve .on the farm of his Veromca Morin, soloist, Clifford J.
Grand Haven In wild county, on thi Grand Haven In said county, on th*
land.
12th day of October A. D. 1923.'
Jacob Hop having filed in said 10th day of October, A. D. 1923.
lather H. H. Boeve, in Fillmorq Blatt, violinist and ClarenceJ. HillePresident Alfred of the road Is com
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
court his petition,praying for license
township, that had made a long Jour- brand, pianist and composer.
Present: Ron. James J. Danhof,
ing on a tour of inspection In a special
Judge of Probate.
to sell the interestof *ald estate in Judge of Probate.
ney
across Lake Michigan. Attached
The
artists
come
highly
recomcar Monday or Tuesday and the
In the Matter of the Estate of
certain real estate therein described
In the Matter of the Estate of
Chamber of Commerce committee will to the baloon was a card written in mended and It Is said there is a muIt is ordered. That the
JOHN
T. LKDEBOElt, Deceased
pencil showing that it had been sent sical treat in store for Holland music
GEIUUT
II.
LOGMAN,
Hh
vasal
meet him at that time when notified up at Racine. Wia.
Hith day of November A. D. 1923
Dcna
Luoman
havldg
filed
in
said
Katie
G.
Van Raalte having filed la
lovers on Friday, October 19.
just what hour his car will arrive.
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said court her petition praying that the said court her petition praying that
On September 18, the Mohr- Jones
The committee consists of A. H. Hardware
probate
office,
be
and
Is
hereby
ap
Co. in Racine gave away
idminintratlonof said estate be the administration of aald estate bo
Landwehr, G. J. DIekema, Con De
I
pointed for hearing said petition, and granted to Harm Looman or to some granted to Dirk B. K. Van Raalte; ox
3,000 toy balloons. At that time there
PUBLIC KALE
Free, Arthur Visscher and Mayor was some discussion among the clerks
that all persons interested In said es- other suitable person.
to some other suitable person,
Stephan.
tate appear before said court, at said
of the company and others as to how
It Is ordered. That the
It .Is ordered. That the
Op Saturday, Oct. 20 at 1 p. m. at time and place, to show cause why a
long one of these balloons would re12th day of November A. 1). 1923
12th day of November A. D. 1923
the home of Mrs. J. Van der Tuuk. license to sell the interest of said
POOL TOURNAMENT GAMES
main up and where and how far the lift East 17th street.
at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at said at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at s&Id
estate in said real estate should not probate office, be and is hereby apTO BEGIN AGAIN nir currents would carry it.
probate office, be ai d Is hereby apWednesday,:October 31, at 9 a. m. be "ranted;
As an experimentMiss Irene Fauaka
pointed for hearing said petition.
pointed for hearing said petition.
at the farm of Gerrlt H. DeWitt. loIt is further ordered, That public
one
of
the
employees
of
the
company
It is Further Ordered, That public
Tournament games are to start with
It is Further Ordered,That publi*
cated two mile* north of Borculo, 3 notice thereof be given by publication
sent
up
a
balloon
attaching
to
it
a
notice thereof be given by publication notice thereof be given by publication
Cunninghamand Sullivan playing. 100
miles east of Olive Center.
of a copy of this order for three suc- of a copy of this order, once each
card
of
the
company
with
date
and
points at Post's billiardacademy
of a copy of this order, once each
. Friday, October 26. at 10 o'clock a. cessive weeks previous to said day
Thursday night, and Earl Johnson vb place.
m.
on
the farm of Gus Kemmie, lo- of hearing, In the Holland City News, week for three succrasive weeks pre- week for three successive weeks preMr. Boeve sent the card back to
to said day of hearing In the ' vlous to said day of hearing In th*
Cunningham at the Palace on FriH mile west of Zeeland on a newspaper printed and circulated in vious
Miss Fauska with a note giving the cated
Holland City News,
newspaper ' Holland City News,
day
newspaper
the townlineroad.
raid
county.
printed and circulated In said county I printed and circulated In said county.
Thispromisestwo very good games time and place of the finding of the
Wednesday,
Oct. 24 on the farm 4
JAMES J. DAN HOF.
JAMES J. DANHOF,
and a large crowd Is expected at both oalloon. This letter was printed in the mile north and 1 Mr mile east of HamJAMES J. DANHOF,
Judge of Probate.
Judge of Probate.
places. The games start t* 7:30 p. m. Racine. Wis., newspaper and a clip- ilton in Overisel township. This au- A true copy
Judge of Probata*
ping
was
sent
by
Miss
Fauska
to
Mr.
A
true
copy
A
true
copy
Everyone welcome.
ction is for the purpose of settling
Boeve.
Cora Vande Water.
Cora
Vande
Water,
Cora Vande Water.
the J. H. Nakken estate.
Register of Probate.
Register of Probate. _
Register of Probate. — vrf?
& *-•
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Page Six
face, holding
hand.

a

revolver in his right

the ruin of Bartley’s white suit, she
gave a little cry.

“What under heaven have you been
could this second 'man be? For
a second I thought It must be some doing?" she asked.
Currie gave me a wink. "Looking
friend of the chauffeur; but one look
at his astonishedfaoe told me he for whisky," he answered.
knew no more who the man was than
He went to a nearby table, took
we did. Bartley looked puzzled, yet something from each pocket and
a little smile never left his face.
placed them carefully upon It He
Who

Outofthe
Darkness
B,
i

CHARLES J. DUTTON

|

by one. I

am

going to search you

foolishness,now;M will kill the
first man that starts something."

"My, what

a

pleasant man,

heard Currie mutter.
Upr.mht ms by Oudd, Head A

Co.,

Inc.

The

first man on the right happened to be Bartley.He stepped forward, his hands high fn the air.
w'nrtderedif he would submit qujetly
to being searched. He allowed the
left hand of the man to go over his
clothing until It reached the revolver
In his pocket; then like a flash he

**I don't know,” was the reply. "It
looks as If the person that threw It
back of the boxes, did It to hide It.
He may Intend to come for It Inter."
To my surprise,he bent over suddenly and blew out the lintem. In a grasped the hand holding the gun at
•econd the vault was In darkness. his chest, and gave it such a quick
Currie started to remonstrate, but
lerk that the weapon fell to the Moor.
warning whisper from Bartley stopped
The fight was on. Both Currie and
him.
myself started to assist him, but Bart-

"Both of you get back of that door
at once. There Is someone outside.
Don’t make a move ol a sound. I
think he Is going to come in."
I heard Currie mutter in surprise
as we groped our way behind the
door. At first I could hear nothing;
then on the other side of the wooden
door I heard some one stumble and
a hand fumble for the lock. What
could It mean? If the truck had come
back for another load we were In a
bad fix Indeed. The men who had
fired at us before would not hesitate
to shoot to kill this time, and when
we were missing no one would think
to search for us In thfc vault. In a
fight, the odds were heavily against
tta. as Bartley alone was armed.
Currie and myself had been placed
by Bartley so that when the door
opened we would be hidden by it. He
took up his positionon the other side,
crouching flat against the wall. It
was too dark to make out his figure,
or even that of Currie at my side. I

‘

IN

HOLLAND

The DePree Company Is this week
putting on a "Get-AcquaintedWeek"
in Holland. The 8an-Tox stores in
Holland — the Model Drug store, Vaupelis, LagCs, Doesburgs and Walsh's,

our rooms, and I expectedthat Bartley would want to go to bed at once.
I knew how tired I was, and supposed

a slit of light pierced the darkwe crouched against the
will, scarcely daring to breathe, expecting every moment that he would
ee us. Just what he had come for

ness and

I never knew. He played the

light

ruther aimlessly along the walls, then

N0T1CE|IS HEREBY GIVEN,
meet

at the

ifait

„

?

1"

bhee" 8e”rrh-

h“d ™™un;
,e" "'‘T* ""d '“"1
'r‘“ll"g Mm ever 'ln,'e
the chauffeur had come to the vault,
he had waited for him outside; then
the door had swung open and he had
seen a chance to capture what he
thought was the gang.

He

pointed at the chauffeurand

said, "That’s the chap, I believe,that

«nd would have taken the

you

b,V!

d°

hoped

1923

an"

By order

Home,

Van Raalte Avenue betwetn 19th and 20th
of the

T

card

left the house?"

.RICHARD OVERWEG,
Dated Holland, Mich., Stpt.

Sts.

of Registration,

City Clerk.

24, 1S23.

hove uiude, and his statement that
he picked up very little of impor-,
tance surprised me.
Bartley watched me for a moment
or two before continuing.Then he
told me of his day’s work. They had
been unable to find the chauffeur
either at the garage or anywhere else
around the estate. No one had seen
him since the butler saw him on the
stairs early In the morning. The cook
had later volunteered the Information
that Air. Slyke and he had quarreled
over something. What it was she did
not know ; she had only heard the few
words he had repeated to me. The
house had been searched from top to
bottom, but without result. So far
as he could tell, nothing had been

SPECIAL ELECTION!
SURFACE DRAINAGE LOAN
Clerk’s Office, Holland, Mich.,

September

24,

1923

TO THE ELECTORS of the City of Holland:-

stolen.

You

Bartley bad learned also that there
111 feeling between Min Bolter

will;’

viz.;

please take nedee that at a meeting of the

was

common

courcil of the city of Holland^

held on Wednesday, 19th day of September A. D. 1923, the following preambles and resolutions
and the chauffeur, and he had questioned her about It. She refused to were duly adopted,
say what It was. and seemed to consider Bartley's presenceas an Intrusion. He had secured nothing new
WHEREAS, the present outlet for general That for the purpo*e of paying the principal (11.000.00)Dollan each, to be numbered from
from her. When asked if she knew
drainage in the City of Holland ii on
n the above named boiida
bonds si
ai the tame
same h*.
U'- two to forty-two inclusive, and one bond to be
whether Slyke had any enemies who surface
wholly inadequate,
cornea due there shall annually be levied on numbered one and to be issued therefor in the
might want to take his life, she reWilEREAS. the Common, Council deems It }h< .Ux*b,e *,rTrt,r in tJhe *?'d .?ity ?f H,>|- fum of
My (IUW.00)Dol“Ind eollecUd-* :*N
“n<10 bo W»Mc as follows: Bond#
plied she did not. Repeated question- necessary for the general welfare and health ,a"d *n?
of the inhabitants of the City to-Construct a *u,Hclentraise the following
Nos. 1. t i. Awut 1. 1024; No*. 4, 6. «.
ing could not shake her story that the main surface drainage sewer In Pine Avenue
In the year 1924 the sum of 13.250.00.NpTfo VT2 August7'!Vw ^N^li’ ll^lV
in
the
said
City
of
Holland
from
the
point.
step-daughter Ruth had not 'been exIn the year 1925 the sum of
.U\!±. Au“u,t k192-7 • No*- »<• 15.

and

home that night, aqj) that she
had not known the girl was In the
house until we had all beard her
pected

voice on the stairs. As the girl carried her own key, she could easily,
she said, have returnedwithout her
knowing It.
Then there was- the dog to be considered. He bad slept as usual In the
big living room on the night of the
crime. The girl’s story of his walking to the fdot of the stairs with her

de-

when she came In, proved that he
was there the entire night. Bartley
remarked that It was very strange
'^ec.lve,whose that the dog should have made no

South of Thirteenth Street where •Tannery
Creek." so-called. Intersectssaid Pine Avenue,
northwardto Black Lake:

In
In
In
In
In

the year 1926 the sum
the year 1927 the sum
the year 192". the sum
this year 1929 the sum
the year 1930 the sum

of
of
of
of
of

,

$3,000.00.
August 1. 1928: Nos. 16. 17. 18. August

$3,000.00.
$3,000,310.
$3,000.00.
$3,000.00.
$3,000.00.

1,

1929; Nos. 19. 20. 21. August 1. 1930; Nos.
22. 23, 24. August 1. 1931; Nos. 25. 26. 27.
August 1. 1912; Nos. 28. 29. 30. August 1,
1933; Noa. 31. 32, 33. August 1, 1934; Nos.
34. 35. 36, August 1. 1935; Nos. 37, 88, 89.
August 1. 1936; Nos. 40. 41, 42, August 1,
1937 : together with interest at the rate ot
five per cent per annum, piyable semi-annually
on the first days of 1'cb.uary and August of
each ycarT"7|

THEREFORE, for the purpose of constructing said main surface drainage sewer suitable
for the needs of the City, it is hereby resolved:
In the year lOGJ. the sum of $3,000.00.
First. That the Common Council shall conIn the y- ar 1932 the sum of $3,000.00.
structa main surface drainage sewer in Pine
In
the y.?ar 193.3 the s-im of $3,000.00.
Avenue from the point south of Thirteenth
In the y»ar 1934 the sum of $3,000.00.
Street where "Tannery Creek," so-called.InIn the year 1935 the sum of $3,000.00.
tersects said Pine Avenue, northward to Blart
In the year 1936 the sum of $3,000.00.
Lake, at an estimated cost to the City of HolIn the year 1937 the sum of $3,000.00.
YES.
land of not to exceed forty-two thousandtw>
Or so much thereof as may be necessary to
hundred fifty ($42,250)dollars.
Second. That It Is hereby determinedand create a sinking fund sufficient to redeem the
, NO.
proiwscd that said amount of forty-two thou above bonds at maturity,and said taxes Iri the
sand two hundred fifty ($42,250) Dollars. Ik sums above mentionedare now so levied for
Now therefore,notice In hereby glvraised by loan and that for the purpose of said the years above mentioned; and said taxes or
o much thereof as may be necessary shall be
*n Pursuance of said resoluloan, ‘the bonds of the City of Holland b
issued in the sunt of forty-two thousandtwo assessed and collectedIn each of the above *lon the aforesaid proposition of ralshundred fifty ($42,260)dollars. In the monnet yearo, and said taxes shall be 'appliedonly to Ing such sum of Forty-two Thousand
as folbws. to- wit : Forty-two bonds in de- the purpose
Two Hundred Fifty Dollars by loan
nominations as hereinafterset forth with inBE IT FURTHER RESOLVED. That all und of issuing the bonds of th© city
terest couponsattached thereto,said bonds to moneys eollecud from the above ums toge'Jiertherefor, in the manner and for the
be designated as "Pine Avenue Main Surface with any and all other moneys which the
, ,,
*
Drainage Sewer Bonds," and to be respective- ell may appropriate for the payment of the puyP°yf aa therein set f6rth, will b©
ly numbered from one to forty-two.Inclusive, principalor interest of the above bonds, shall submitted to a vote of the electors of
and to be of like date and Interest, excepting be paid into a separate fund to be known ns the city nt a Special Election tO be
due dates,and to be payable as follows: Thre« "Pine Avenue htsln Surface Drainage Sewer , held in nnd for said city on Monday,
thouiond two hundred fifty ($3,250.00)dollars
henbr thc twenty-ninth day of October A. d!
Aumut l*t, 1924; three . thousand($3,000,001e^ubliJid.
dollars. August lit, 1925; three thousand
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED. That the 1
earJ?
($3,000.00)dollars. August 1st. 1926 ! thre< moneys assrssed and collected as above Mt ; Rector t otlng on said questionshall
thousand ($3,000.00)dollars. August 1st. 1927
forth constituting said "Pine Avenue Main designate his vote on the ballot conthree thousand($8,000.00)dollars. August 1st. Surface DrainaggSpwer Bonds Sinking Fund" taining said propositionby a crow
1928 s three thousand ($3,000.00) dollan hall be used for the purposeof paying the
August 1st, 1929; three thousand($3,000.00) irlneipal and interestof said above described mnrk (x) placed in the square[] opdollars. August 1st. 1930 •, three thousand wnds a* above provided and only for that posite the word "Yes" or in the f]
($3,000.00)dollars, August 1st, 1931s three purpose.
oppositethe . word "No" as he
thousand ($3,000.00)dollars. August 1st. 1932:
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That said elect.
three thousand($3,000.00)dollars. August 1st.
1933; three thousand ($3,000.00) dollars. bonds shall be signed by the Mayor and the ' Notice Is further hereby given that
August 1st, 1934; three thousand($3,000.00)C4ty Clerk, and to be negotiated at such time* said election will be held In the sevand In such manner as the Common Council

en'

named.
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LMiard flip place until morning,
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WARD-Baseme
on

I had been wondering all day if he
would find any clues of value. I
knew what a careful search he must

Ur

,

is

FOURTHJ,WARD—

'T

was

H

it

THIRD WARD-City

|

Bm,ey

'VH

and

to enroll every business man and all
ethers who take an active Interestin
the prosperity and progress of the two
villagesand their tributaries.
Stress Is put on the fact that the organization is Intended to be an open
forum, where every member is expected to bring up subjects that he
thinks should be thrashed out.

Home

Chauffeur’"
t8 S,-vke’s name
decided that the sound.
Thp man i.j .
,,esl ,h,nl» t0 do with the chauffeur
"It looks,"I commented, "as If whomipnf Tn ? d.d \ deny ,t’ but 8t00d vva8 t0 Place hl,,» In the hands of the ever committedthe crime did not puss
*1“/ n J1, flowering. Remembering police. When Black learned that the through the living room."
ler
‘Hd Mld D,e °f the but' vnu,t WM fl,,l*d with whisky, be asked
Bartley gave me a disgusted look.
8eenIhI? 00 rhp *talrs Bartley to remain and help him guard "Or else. Belt, the dog knew him. The
only way to reach the room where
I wondered" lfreh
e
" Un,n
> JeUeve h.m
L IZ?* k6 °De
he 8eerae,, ,0 fpIir the rest of the Slyke slept was up those stairs, and
^ley
h mr
Bartley told me to reach' the stairs he bad to pass
„ a^esln^
„„„ as
u„ to
(U why
wny he
n0 *,,n*
|(> go
K0 to
ro the
,ne house
|,0Uge and
Hn(j ca]| Roche
Bartley
questioned him
to
through the living room. Remember
this, too, Lawrence said that Slyke
u'taTnone^hl,''
hnl
h'
re‘'!led
lhatrd
aRk
,"m
10
"l»
U was none of his business ; and when men, and then to bring back his car
was not going to bed. but expected
h"a! ",e,,P,dH 1 re“'h8d
road Whboh, another visitor. The, butler says the
laarted sowrlivlv
be on,>'
and, bvenkln* Into a dog was In the room with him when
langhed snwrlnitlj. We were dls- nm,
,he house I teul
he let Lawrence out. Suppose the •housand ($3,000.00)dollars. August 1st. 1937 SjPM V81,“
d,ire<vat
pric* not k"
than th*
thereof.
2f‘,Wb* "e 'dl°“''1
him. phoned „D(-e ,o Koche; a“d he
other visitor came. If Slyke himself the bonds U» draw Interestat the rate of. five WHEREAS IT IS NECESSARY and the
«tac* <h«-e was no ch.rge on which ' so much stunted »t
,s..
admitted him, the dog would have per rent per annum payable semi-annually on Common Council deems 4 advisableto submit
be could be arrested, when we rehad great difficulty in making him probably barked at least once—that the first day of Fsbruaryand the first day of the propositionof raising said amount by the
celved another shock.
August of each year, both principal and in- Issuing of bonds, to the vote of the elector*
understandwhere he was to go. and Is, unless he irtiew him."
terestto be paid at the office of the Treas-'of the city: '
The chauffeur had closed the door
urer of the City of Holland,
THEREFORE. Be It Further Resolved:
what he was to do. At last he agreed
"Then
It
might
have
been
someone
of the vault when he entered, but in to come at once.
That for the purpoee of paying the interest First, That the proposition to raise the
it? the house," I suggested.
on the above bonds aa the same bewtnes an*. tmount 0f Forty-twothousand two hundred
ome way It had become unfastened It took me only a few moments In
there shall be annually l«v ed on the taxable fl(ty (|42i260) Dollars by loan and to istik
Bartley assented, and we discussed
during the struggle, and now stood
property of the said City of Holland, and *n- bonds of the City of Hclland therefor,as hereBartley’s car to reach the woods the various persons In the household. onally assessed and collected,the following jnbefore determined and proposed and set forth,
wide open, the lighted Interiorplain!ngaln; but, when 1 nrrrived, I saw First, we both agreed that the shot
.
lapd to be payable at the time and in the manTlalble to anyone without. We were
the year 1924. acerued Interest at the rote hereinbeforeset forth, be submitted to the
two other cars already parked on the the boy had heard was the one that ifInflvei>er
cent
per
annum
on
forty-two
thons
vote of the electorsof the City of Holland at
•landing grouped togethernear the
roadside, and knew that the police had killed Slyke, and that the time tard two hundred fifty ($42,250.00)dollar* a gp-Milal electionfor that puneise, to be held
center of the room, our backs to the
from the date of Issue.
!on Monday, the twenty-ninth day of Octolrr.
had preceded me.
must have been between half-pastone
A. D. 1923. and said day is hereby designated
door, when a voice said, "Up with
In the year 1025 the sum of $1,950.00,
a Special Election for such purpose.
I found Roche and two of bis
and two o'clock.If that were so.
your hands, the whole four of yon.
In the year 1926 the sum of $1,800.00.
I Second. That the substance of the question
in the year 1927 the sum of $1,650.00.
‘ thus submittedbe printed upon a separate
Be quick about It! I have you all In the vault, conferring with Bartley then- when the girl came in about
In the year 1928 the sum of $1,600.00.
ballot,and be set forth substantiallyin form
o’clock, Slyke was already dead
covered, and will shoot the first one nnd Black, It bad been decided to
In the year 1929 the sun of $1,350.00,

T

will be started at once

plactf|heuiralui designated on

he was in the revenue departmentand

lle!"

T' "H

'c

FIFTH|WARD—

s have a look at this chap." tectiyeby the throat if Bartley had
saw a Mack, scowling face, and ,10t prevented him.

\

ago,

the Fcard of Rfgistratun of the City of Holland

WARD—
SECOND WARD—

^

to throw the light on the face of his white with rage, and he cried, "You

J£..p

“"“on yea™

asked.

Up

^

work

WEEK ,'hV
l!ct><1

left him at Slyke’s, or what new
things lie had observed there. The
"Why didn’t you tell us yon were a
finding of whisky and the sudden apdetective?"he
t,
Between the hours o1|8 o’clock af m. and 8 o’clock p. m. for the purpose of completing;
pearance of the chauffeur, coupled
The man, his face red with rage,
with my discover)-of the revolver, lists of the qualified[voteisof tfce seveial wards of said city.
answered, "Why in h— 1 should I?"
seemed to me to still further compliBartley explained who he was, and
cate the problem. What had he come
FIRST
Set ond story of Ergine
No. 2, 1C6 E. 8th Stieet
the detective was delighted at the en
the vault for? I remembered that
counter. After we had given him
the detective had said he thought the
Sectnd stoiy of Engine House No. 1, West 8th St.
back his gun and helped him brush chauffeur had killed Slyke. I wonhimself off, he seated himself on a
dered If this was simply a wild guess,
Clerk’s Office, City Hall, Cor. Rivtr Ave. and 11th Str.
box, saying, "I will say you work
or whether there was something bequick, Mr. Bartley."
hind it
Polling Place, 301 First Avenue
We grinned at this. We were much
Bartley watched me with that little
relieved to find that he was a detec- smile on his lips that meant so many
Polling Place, Cor. Central Avenue and State Street
tive, and not one of the gang engaged things. "Well, Belt," he said, "It
n running whisky. He told us that looks us if we were engaged upon
SIXTH
nt Floor, Van Raalte Avenue Sehcol

killed Slyke."

d’

ORGANIZED AT SAUGATUCK LAST

vest was a little badge.

turned In onto the floor. All at once
this time the chauffeur bad
It paused, and I heard an astonished
•up. No wonder, for the light was not said a word. His face turned
toting on Bartley’sshoes.
The next second he had extin*
tulahed it and was making for the
floor. Almost before he had moved,
Bartley had flashed on his own torch
and was saying, "Put up your hands.
I have yon covered."
The light in Bartley’s hand had
been focused on the man’s body, leaving his face In darkness. As he began to move It upward to his face, the
man made a swift, flying dive at
Bartley’s legs. The attack was so
sudden that he was taken unawares,
and they fell to the floor together. As
Bartley went down, he struck the button of his torch and extinguished It,
leaving us In darkness. We coaid
hear tne two men thrashing about on
the floor, but could not tell who was
jetting the best of It. Then I remembered the lantern and searched for
that. Relighting it, I held It above
my head so that the light fell on the
floor. Bartley was sitting on the man
that had attacked him. his face and
white suit streaked with dirt and a
lump reddening over one ere, but he
was smiling. He directed me to find
hla torch, which had rolled half under
« box. and relight It. When I had
Face Turned White With Rage,
complied,he rose to his feet, and,
and He Cried, "You Lie!"
pulling the man up with him. told me

um

BUch an organization was voiced by

Saturday, Oct.

,^,^^ "l!1'
stum- hl^m

Then

™

~
___
COMMERCE com^S'

REGISTRATION NOTICE!

that he must be even more weary.
But, after he had gotten into his pajamas, he dropped Into a chair by the
window, curled one leg over the arm,
lighted bis pipe, and turned to me.
"Well, what do you think of it all?" will
ley called to us to watch the chauffeur. I picked up the revolver and he drawled.
That was a hard questionto ancovered the man.
swer.
We had been through so much,
It was not a long fight, and Bartley soon hod his antagonist sub- so many apparently unconnected
dued. As he dragged him to his feet, events, thut I scarcely knew what to
and began to search him, he stopped think. Then, too, I knew very little
with an amused cry. On the man's of what had taken place after 1 hud

Whoever was opening the door had
fear of making a noise. He
bled into the vault and swung the
door behind him with n little click

o

CHAMBER OF

•

Airs. Currie wanted to hear the
story of our adventures;and when
Bartley recounted what had taken
place, I noticed that he expressed no
opinion as to what was hack of it all.
It was after one when We readied

ns mysteriousa cose as ever came
Iblened to l,|8 imentty bn-atltlng. and r‘d bt? walc,,ln* Sl?ke'' ll0UM fw our way. The more I look it over, the
less sure I am of anything. Do you
for a second wondered what he was
,‘,r J l,hould ll«ve Ml(l
thinking
rather,his chauffeur’s. He had given know, I picked up very little after

about

_

‘

WEEK”

week

on so large a scale. Originally there sedation at Grand Rapids Friday and
were only 67 varieties of toilet pre- Saturday of this
'

President— R. Zeltsch.
bottles of whisky which he had taken, is being manufactured in Holland.
One bit of Information brought out
Vice Presidents— W. J. Me Vea,
without our knowing It, from the box
by the campaign is the fact that
C. W. Parrish.
that Bartley bad opened in the vault. there are at present over 460 numSecretary— L. R. Brady.
bers on the San-Tox price list. Few
Treasurer—F. H. Wicks.
people, even among those who art*
Directors— G. B. Ferry, E. L. LeCHAPTER VII
closely acquaintedwith the products
land.
of this concern, probably realize that
F. F. Fursman and W. J. McVea
in Which Bartley Talks of Many th§ De Free company Is manufactur- were chosen as delegates to attend the
Ing so many articles. It did not start meeting of the Michigan Resort As-'
Things.

No

bf
Irwin Majrara
tioiu

LOCAL PLANT PUTS
ON GET- ACQUAINTED

About fifty business men of Sauga- .,The transportationproblem wa*
The man stool still for a moment then stood looking down at them and the East End Drug Store — will
this week display and feature San- tuck and Douglas met at Parish's 0‘ecU88ed.and officers were Instructed
proudly.
before advancing Into the vault,
Tox items with a view of making drug store and organizeda Chamber t0 ,ook lnt0 the various phases of this
"A little souvenir of the night’s their patrons still better acquainted o»
seemed to me that he was startled at
Commerce by electing the follow- niatterfinding four of us there. He came to work," he remarked,pointing to two with this nationally known line that ing officers:
An active membership campaign
the center of the vault, and stopped
keeping several feet away from us.
"Starting.with the man on, the
right,"he said, "come over here, one

IT uttr*

s

Hewr

Holland Oitj

when

sure that It took at least

In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In

the year
thp year
the year
the year
the year
the year
the year
the year

1930 the sum
1011 the sum
1032 the sum
1933 the sum
1934 the stm
1935 the sum
1036 the sum
1937 the sum

of $1,200.00.
of 11.050.00.
of $900.00.

and words as follows:

eral wards of the said city of Hol-

land at the places designatedby
the

Common Council as follows:
2nd Story of Engine

First Ward —

House No 2, 106 E. Sth St.
Second Ward — 2nd Story of Engine
House No. 1, West Sth St.
Third Ward — G. A. R. Rooms, Basement Floor. City Hall, Corner River
Avenue and Eleventh St..
Fourth Ward — Polling Place, 301
First Avenue.
Fifth Ward — Polling Place, Corner
Central Avenue and State Street
Sixth Waxd — Basement Floor, Van
Raalte Avenue School House, on
Van Raalte Avenue, between Nineteenth and Twentieth Streets.

;

"Shall the City of Holland raise by loan the
Notice is hereby given that the poll©
sum of Forty-two thousand two hundred fifty
at said cection will be open from 7
($42,250) Dollan,to be used for the purpose
of $750.00.
o’clock a. m. till 6 o'clock p. m. of
of constructinga main surface drainage i
of $600.00.
in Pine Avenue, In the sold City of Holland. said day.
the doorway
of $450.1)0.
from the point south of Thirteenth Street,
When we readied the housl, Mrs. ,,eflr(* tired before two o’clock,
of $3Q0.00.
In witness whereof,I have hereunto aee who the Intruder was. He was
where Tannery Creek.1 so-called.Intersect*
of
$160.00.
Pine Avenue,northwardto Black Lake: and to oot my hand, the day end year first
• tail, heavy-set man, with a round Currie came to meet us. At the sight rhen the K|rl 'vo»ld not be suspected,
\nd said taxes or so much thereofas may be shall the bonda of the City of Holland, forty- above above written,
of bo* husband’s black eye, which by fnr 8he bn(1 not burned until three
ec ssary to pay the Interestcn the above two
RICHARD OVERWEG,
this time was very noticeable, and "e eUroln8t®d her.
"'h
»' the *l”,• fL*!;„S"r'ir
to.
topt.
!7.0«.
4-1.-H.25 City Cltrh.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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Page Seven

EXHIBITION WILL
SUPERVISORS APHOLLAND PASTOR
BE HELD BEFORE
PROPRIATE MONEY FOR OTTS CALL FROM GRAND
PLAY HERE
THE HOLIDAYS
FARM BUREAU
RAPIDS CHURCH

BAN!

1
I

BELL BINDERS TO

The Ottawa county board of super-' Creston Christian Reformed church
The famous Royal Holland Bell
Holland nlmrods can again get out
As has been suggested last year the visors went into session again after of Grand Rapids has extended a call their
Ringers have been booked for a contrusty rifles and go after rah*
ing of the Board of Health of the city cert In Holland. Attempts have fre- Holland Poultry Association has Us Junket and the first move which to Rev. J. M. Vander Kioft, pastor o»
bits, the season opening Monday.
changed
its
accustomed
dates that they made along the lines of appro- Mth-st. Christian Reformed church
quently
been
made
to
secure
a
concert
of Holland In the directors room of
Holland by the Brouwer family, generally fell due'between Christmas priations, following the memorable of Holland. Mr. Vander Kieft was
the Holland City State Bank for
The Fennvllle Fruit Exchange is
who formerly lived In Zeeland and and New Years to December 12 to 15, clam bake at Port Sheldon on Thurs- graduated from Calvin seminary In
to discuss many things relativeto ac- have for the past several years been according to Secretary Brouwer of the day, was to appropriate$1800 for ex- 1914 and has been uastof of churches receiving 6000 bushels of apple* daily
tension
work
in
connection
with
the
for
shipment.
in Chautauqua work, but it was nev- association.
at Platte, 8. D.. and Prairie City, la
tion of the health officer In the past
The exhibition is to be held in the Ottawa county farm bureau. It was He has been with his present charge
er possible to arrange a date. The
also understood that federal, stats
The Grand Haven Highs were bad*
nnd also What the Intentions for the Bell Ringors are under contract and V'ander Veen building formerly occu- and county moneys would be used to since May, 1921.
pied
by
Woolwoorth’s
5
and
10c
store
Rev. K. Bergsma, who preached his ly defeated by South High, the score
future are as this relates to the small cannot arrange their own dates.
f.upport
the
farm
bureau
organization
The reason for the change of uptes
farewell sermon to Creston congrega- being 81 to 6.
But the Masonic order In Holland
pox epidemic.
Instead of the previous method of fin- tion Sunday evening, Oct. 7, will be
After this meeting there was a has Anally succeeded and the Beil is that folks are so occupied wila tho ancing.
more thorough understanding all Ringers will come to Holland on Christmasshopping and holiday celr-i The farm bureau organization is ot Installed as pastor of the Christian All childrens'Catechism classes
along the line and It w^s apparent the evening of October 19. They will bratlons that to quite an extent the1 great value to the farmers who get to- Reformed church at Zutphen Sunday of the 9th St. Chr. Ref. church will
morning, Oct. 21, by Rev. H. Wler- meet this week as usual. Evening
that the board of health would work give their concert In the Masonic poultry show was lost sight of.
This organization deserves the sup- gether in various meeting through the erga of Jamestown. This is the meetingswill be omitted.
more diligently, would co-operate Temple and it Is believed that there
work of the agriculiural agent, thus church where Rev. Tula, recently report of every, citizen in Holland.
and in fact give orders to health olll will be a packed house.
exchanging their ideas which later
The Royal Holland Bell Ringers The Holland Poultry Hhow organiz- prove of value all uiound. Tne agent tired. was pastor. In the afternoon
Chicken thieves failed to get into
cer B. B. Godfrey, and in fact, assume all responsibilitywhich under are composed of P. H. Brouwer, his ed many years ago was the nucleus is also at the service of the farmer to of tho same day Mr. Bergsma will the hennery of Barney Boumaster on
wife and four children.They toured that began chicken breeding in this use whatever knowledge he possesses preach his Inaugural sermon.
the Holland-Grand Rapids road bethe law they should take.
Sherman-st Christian Reformed ing scared away by the owner of the
The board felt after Mayor Ste- Europe at one time and won the county, and altho at the present time to help out the agriculturists.
phan had given his opinion of sev- praise of Queen Wllhelmlna when Holland, Zeeland and vicinity are the
Nothing has beetr done in regard to congregationof Grand Rapids whose chickens.
enteen physicians who met with him they played for her at the royal pal- poultry center of Michigan within a the home demonstrationdepartment pastor Rev. R. B. Kulper, has acceptcall to Second Reformed
Saturday that the city should not be ace. During the past half dozen years tew years it is destined to be the poul- which it was thougnt would be able ed
Saturday Miss Evelyn Hulseboi,
closed any longer but that the ban they have been playing in chautau- try center of the United States and to be done away with for a time. A church of Kalamazoo, has nominated aged 9 was taken ill with broncnlal
the
following
trio
of
pastors,
one
of
Canada.
should be lifted immediatelyand that I qua, covering the territoryof the midpneumonia. She is the littlesister to
petition containing a thousand names
vaccination should be encouraged toldl west. The past year th^V have
Poultry raising might be called a of Ottawa county women who would whom will be called in the near fu- the two children of A. H. Hulsebos
ture:
Prof.
H.
Schultz
of
Grundy
colthe fullest extent and that the quar-lleen playing with the Mutual-Ewald diverslAed industry. Poultry raising have the department continued, was
who were run down by an automobile
antinlng of patients should be car Chautauqua company.
cannot help but become the saving presentedin the hope of retaining lege. Grundy Center, la.; Rev. J. M a few days ago.
Ghysels,
pastor
of
the
9th-st.
Chrisried on as rigidlyas Is possible to do
The Royal Holland Bell Ringers are grace of many a farmer when other Miss Schurr at its head. The matter
tion Reformed church of Holland and
so even to extent of placing guards the only campany of local singers who means to make the farm profitable lb being considered.
J. B. Mulder left Friday on a twoBev. J. M. Vander Kieft, pastor of
and hiring special officers to see that have made a successful Chautauqua have failed.
The road budget as i
the 14th-st. Christian Reformed weeks’ eastern trip where he will be %
the smallpox patients would not break career for themselves. They have
There is money in poultry raising if approved and the appropriationof
guest of his children, Rev. and Mrs
quarantine and if any were found many friends in Holland and Zeeland scientifically done and certain rules $119,050for road construction and church of Holland, who has also re* C. Moste at Bayonne, N. J. He will
reived a call from Creston church ol
violatingthis law, to make arrests Im- and there is much interest4n them
are followed strictly.
maintenance during the coming year Grand Rapids.
visit New York, Atlantic City and air
mediately and to prosecute to the on that account.
no take an auto trip along the HudSecretary Brouwer states that he was given the official o .k. on Wednesfull extent of the law.
son to Albany.
artlclpatesat least 1000 entries at this day. This puts one importantpiece of
The mayor and the board also
Mr. T. Rnterlng spent Su day in
year's exhibition chiefly by Holland business out of the way but leaves the
made It plain that Dr. Godfrey per MRS. KOLLEN’S RECEPGrand Rapids.
Muskegon, Zeelan.d and Grand Haven still very importantmatter of the insonally diagnose cases where necesThe annual Sunday School convenTION IS
poultry raisers. P. L. Sanford oi corporation of the village of Ferryssary, and not leave such a matter in
tion of the northwest district of AlGrand Rapids has been booked as the burg to be looked into. ‘A committee
Mr. and Mrs. John Dykema
the hands of an inspector.
legan county including the townships
has been apolnted to consider *the peDr. Godfrey then demanded a ve
The committee who had In charge judge for both standard and utility tition for tho Incorporation of Ferrys- spending a few days in Chicago.
of Laketown, Fillmore and Manlius,
classes.
About
20
silver
cups,
donated
hide in order to cover the ground, he the public reception to be given in
was held in tho Congregational
burg as a village and a report will unby
merchants,
manufacturers
and
innow doing his work on foot, which honor of Mrs. Martha Kollen at which dlviduals, will be awarded as prizes! doubted ly come in during the final
Mrs. Chester Van Tofigeren is visit- church at Saugatuck Tuesday eventhe board considered a# very fair re time plans for beautifying the new
ing her parents In Chicago for a few ing. E. K. Mohr of New Buffalo was
quest, as in no other way could a city, park, so generouslygiven, vere also and the cash and merchandiseawards week that the supervisors are in s<»the principal speaker.
days.
will
be
larger
than
ever
before.
I slon.
the size of of Holland be properly to be gone over, had decided to l^old
covered.
this reception on Friday, October'26,
That Holland is fast becoming en- a*, the Masonic Temple.
tirely vaccinated Is shown from the
Hovever, since the smallpox scare
figures given by Dr. Godfrey when he and the closing of Holland at least
states that, only one per cent of the temporarily was brought up, the comschool children in the public schools mittee in charge felt that it would be
thus far remain unvaccinatedand the safer and better to postpone the date
small number will be taken care of at least a week which would then fall
within a few days.
due on Friday, November 2.
The health board also stated that
It is hoped that by that lime Holupon investigationit was found that land would be cleansed of the epldem
there are no more cases in number le and there would be no fear on the
than were reported Friday or Satur- part of anyone to attend this recepMayor E. P. Stephan called a meet-

a

POSTPONED

Before Buying Your

day.

The ban being lifted Monday morning means that all the churches, the
lodges and theaters can continue as
has been done in the past, and all
public and social gatheringsand
meetings can be held without any interference.
The consensus of opinion seemed to
be general vaccination and the strictest maintenance of quarantine.
This is expressedfully in the following resolution:
“Whereas there has been no change
in the number of cases of smallpox in
the city and whereas the board of
health believes a strict quarantineto
be more effective than the closing ol
public meetings »we do hereby resolve
that the present ban on public meetings be lifted an^ order that a strict
quarantine be maintained on smallpox, scarlet fever, and ali cases ot

tion.

The committee in charge are Con De
Free, chairman: Mrs. John Oggel,
Mrs. George Albers, Mrs. William
Westveer,Mrs. >V. J. Garrod, Mr. A.
H. Landwehr, Mr. Henry Winter, Mr.
Austin Harrington,and Mr. William
Lawrence.

2

GILMORE
AGAIN NAMED AS
HEAD OF UNION

Mrs. Christina

Van Raalte Gilmore

of Holland was re-electedfor her 25th

The tug Liberty, under command
of Capt. Wm. Vaxter of Grand Ha- year as president of the Reformed
ven. broke her crankshaftand dam
aged a thrust bearing, 7 miles north church’s Women’s Missionary union
of Grand Haven on Lake Michigan of western Michigan at the 25th anntThursday noon at about 12 o’elock.
The tug summoned assistance from versary conference of the union on
the coast guard station by blowing her Thursday in Central Reformed church
whistles.
In Grand
The Liberty was towing a scow of
Mrs. J. A. Dykstra, Wife of the pasgravel between Grand Haven and tor of this church, was elected viceMuskegon. She Is owned by the Con president to succeed Mrs. S. C. Netstructlon Materials Co. a firm which tinga of Holland;Mrs. G. Mennlng of
has recently secured dockage at Gr. Grand Rapids waa elected second vice
Havpn.
president to succeed Mrs. J. BovenAs soon as the tug’s plight vtfis kerk of Muskegon; Mrs. G. M. Duven
made known. Grand Haven coast of Vrieslandwas elected third viceguards manned the power lifeboatand president to succeed Mrs. W. Osseset out to the rescue under command waarde of Zeeland;Mrs. E. J. Blekof Herman Castle, No. 1 surfman, kink of Holland was re-electedsecreCapt. Preston was In South Haven tary and Mrs. J. N. Trompen of Grand
where he had gone to bring back a Rapids was re-elected treasurer.
power surf boat for use In enforcing
Mrs. Gilmore on her re-electionwas
navigationlaws on waterways netlr presented with a purse of gold. Mrs
Grand Haven.
N. Boer of Grand Rapids made the
A line was put aboard the tug and presentation talk.
the craft and scow were both towed
More than 1,000 women attended
In by the powerful motor life boat. the conference.Speakers included
The towing took about three hours Mrs. Edward Ralston and Mrs. E. S.
and a half and was a pretty piece of Lawrence of New York city, Rev. R.
work considering the nature of the Harper of Lawton, Okla., Mrs. H. P.
town. Visibility w^s very poor on the Boot of Amoy, China, and various offilake at the time of the accident and a cials and board representatives.
light surf was running.
Mrs. Lo elected tribal chiefs In the
The Liberty will undergo repairs at scuthwest a century before her paleGrand Haven and will be back In ser- face sister was admittedto the voting
vice shortly.Sam Kimball is engin- bcoth, said Mr. Harper in his address
eer of the tug. The value of the tug on mission work with the Comanches
ri* scow was placed at $20,000.
and other Indians.
“But the worst form of heathenism,’’ said the minister, '’is the worship of peyote, a drug plant from
Mexico, the persistent use of which
sometimes drives Us addicts insane
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Idle and Mist. Peyote worship is sometimes interGertrude Kramer left Saturday for mingled with modern religious cereLansing to spend the week-end there. monies in
strange travesty on

Rapids.

Our Super

See

Values

TALK IS-OR

TEN TON STEEL DOOR IN
GRAND HAVEN BRANCH BANK

A ten tonateel door is being placed
In the vault at the East End branch
at the Grand Haven State bank. This
big barrier was ordered when the
branch wag built and haa Just been
delivered for installation. The door
will make the vault absolutely burglar and Are proof, and the safety deposit compartments will be as well
protected aa in any bank in the state.
The door which weighs ten tons is
contagion, and we do furthermore built of solid steel six Inches In thickwarn the public that the law will be ness. It is fitted with double combinastrictly .enforcedas to arrest and tions and a triple time lock. Its comprosecution for violation of quaran- position consists of three inches of
openhearth steel,
Inches of drill
tine."
That the health board will function proof steel and. one Inch of torch proof
thoroughly is apparent when Mayor steel'. It Is considered absolutely
Stephan ordered that the1 board meet proof against any known method of
every morning at 9:30 o’clock to burglarly.
transact and Institute such rigid regulations as they may deem proper
IS
and to meet every day for such pur MBS.
pose until the smallpox epidemic has
autsided.

COAST GUARDS RESPOND TO
CALL AND TOW TUG AND
SCOW TO PORT

WINTER SUIT OR OVERCOAT
!

ISN’T

V

You

can’t talk values into an Suit or Overcoat. Values have to be
PUT In right before you can get service and satisfaction out.

PUT IN

and

Here's an on-the-level buy — no bunk about it. Clothcraft and Kuppenheimer
Clothes has a national reputation to live up to-and they do it. All wool fabrics, expert tailoring, style by a great designer, guaranteed satisfaction, an honest price.
Buy values-style and qualit\ both--not words. Not a cheap price-values. You
have to wear the clothes, not the talk.

Wear

Clothcraft and Kuppenheimer clothes and you will thank us for the sug-

gestion.

Clothcraft Overcoats
And

$25.00

Kuppenheimer

$50.00

ES

The woolens are

all

new checks,

smart

N

pencil stripes, overplaids in hard

fin-

ishes,

worsted, fine cassimeres.

The

New

The

New English Lounge Models

College Models

The New Double Breasted Models

|

Smart New ConservativeModels

2-Pants
We

you better tailored Two-Pants
Suits and save you $5,00 to $15.00 on

a

church work.

tion.

Devotional serviceswere led by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lillybrldge- of Muskegon, spent Sunday- evening with B. Mollema and Mrs. Edith Walvoord.
A song by George LeMere, Winnebatheir sister, Mrs. Georgie Yore on W.
go Indian student in Hope college,
8th street.
was an unusual feature of the afternoon Session. Miss Kathryn i Strong
Sixty-four years ago the entire na- sang a solo and Miss Edna VanBrook
tion was aroused by the news that sang the offertorysolo. Mrs. R. MauJohn Brown had captured the arsenal rita sang the offertory solo in the
at Harper’s Ferry. The following day morning.
U. S. Marines under command of Col.
Miss Mildred Lang, field secretary
Robert E. Lee captured the^ raider, of the Young Woman’s league and Mr.
who was afterwardtried, convicted Harper gave addressesIn the evenand hanged. Despite the in8lgniflcance ing. at which service the offertorywas
of this event it led to tremendous ton- sunsr by Central Reformed church
sequences.As the assassination of quartet.The conference closed ThursArchduke Francis Ferdinand provok- day night with a missionary pageant,
ed the European conflict so the Harp- “The Striking of America’s Hour,
er’s Ferry affair fanned the smolder- presented by young people of Reforming, st»ark of public sentiment into ed churches in Grand Rapids and -its
the flame of the Civil War.
environs.

sell

every

Christianity.”
Prof. S. C. Nettinga of the Western
He closed his talk with a picture of
Seminary conducted the services at the brighter side of the work with the
the 9th Reformed church of Grand Indians, tellingof the many who are
Rapids Sunday!
faithful and even ardent in Christian
Mrs. Ralston gave a description of
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Eby and children
and Mr. and Mrs. B. Kamferbeek mo- mission work in Jackson county, Ky.,
tored to Allegan for over the week- where home mission pastors and teachers of the Reformed church manend.
age to drive mules over muddy mounMiss Bessie Van Ark of Chicago, is tain trails despite a missiohary's obspending a few weeks with her moth- vious handicap in thp matter of mule
driving vernacular.
er and other relatives.
Two girls from Jackson county are
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Gelken of students at Hope college and several
Pellston, Michigan, were week-end other young people of the formerly
guests of ’ Mr. and Mrs. M. Everett almost Illiterate county are students
in other institutionsof higher educaDfck, 113 West Hth St.

SUITS

suit.

SIZES

FOR STOUT MEN

SIZES

FOR SHORT MEN

Every

In Otir Tailoring

size,

35

to

48.

Department

We have a large number of Samples to make you as smart and good
a SUIT or OVERCOAT to your measure as any Tailoring Shop in
the
Come In And Get Our Prices.
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Holland has a new quartette.We
might call K the Exchange quartette.
The personnel is Clarence Lokker, Arthur Vlsscher. Earnest Brooks and
Cornell Vander Meulen. The four
songsters kno one song and they know
that well. At yesterday’s meeting of
the Exchange Club, they sprung it as
a surprise,and the song will be heard
again at this time next year.
The Chamber of Commerce of the
city of Holland also believes in a commlttee to go to Grand Rapids to take
part In the big gathering of the Western Michigan Tourists association
held tomorrow and Saturday at Hotel Pantllnd. The committee appointed by the president are W’m. C. Van
denberg Henry Wilson. Ralph Hayden, Vaudle Vandenberg, B. A. Mulder. Andrew
Nles.

Poole Estate Purchased by Holland

New York

LLOYD GEORGE ADDRESS
Holland Radio fans had an opportunity Wednesdayevening to hear an
address by Lloyd George. The English
statesman was speakingIn the stockyards auditoriumIn Chicago that has
a seating capacityof 10,000, but he
spoke to many more than that all ov-

state.

*

America.

er

\

H. Van Tongeren Invited a number
of traveling men at Hotel Holland to
gather at hM store to listen to the
addreas. It was almost as clear as If
listened to in the hall In which the
address was delivered.

Wheat, white No. 1.
Wheat, red No. .....
Ear Corn ..............

..$1.07
... 1.07

1

... 1.05

...

Oats

.......................

.GO
...56.00
...47.00
...47.00
...46.00
...64.00
...64.00
...46.00

•••••••••••a

Oil Meal

Cracked Corn
.............
Feed per ton
No. 1 Feed ............
Scratch Feed, no grit.'•••••••••••••a
Dairy Feed, 24%....
Corn Meal, per ton
Screenings ....
.............................
....38. On
.....

8t. Car

.

Bran

......

38.00

..............................................

Low Grade Flour _______ ................61.00

MICHIGAN CROI* ALONE
LY

mo

IS

NEAR.

BARRELS

MILLION

Induces Blunt Remarks.
Gluetin Feed ..................................
62.00
a razor loses Its temper, th« Bed Dog ........................
45.00
10.00
nser of It Is very apt to. also.— Boston ^traw .......
Hay, baled ---------------------------$12-$H
Transcript.
Cotton Seed Meal 36% ..................63.00

When

The latest estimate shows that the
Nation's commercial apple crop is
relativelylarge. While there wan a
slight decline In the prospective crop
since Sept. 1, tfce outlook is for approximately2,000,000 barrels more
than last year’s large crop, the 1922
production, having been 31,099 000
barrels and the Oct. 1, 1923 estimate

Middlings . ................................
....41.00
Pork
.10-11
Beef ••••••••••••••••,
••••••••••••«
.11-12
Spring Chickens ••••••••••••••••••••••••a***
.18
Dairy Butter
.... .41
Creamery Butter ..........................
41

Staple Russian Product.
Linseed oil, used In this country tn
paints,is one of the staple cdlhle olla
of Russia.

.

ROSE CLOAK STORE
Another of Our Famous Dress & Skirt
A Worthy Companion

GET THESE

to the

Sales!

Much-

Talked-of Coat Sale in

RECORDS
>

(

MARKETS

Men

Uncle Sam is having all his Holland
mail boxes painted a bright green.
John Hoffman who for years conducted the Hoffman Cafe on West 8th
street near Central has discontinued
business and has moved his restaurTh* committee on claims and ac- ant to Grand Itapids on Weet Bridge
feenntu reported to the common coun- street where It will be conducted In
cil Wednesday night claims against •he future.
the city the past two weeks of $6,852.17; the committee on poor reported
The following election Inspectors
temporary aid to the amount of *119. were appointed Wednesday night by
The pastor of Trinity church will the common council for the special
continue his series of sermons nex‘ electionon Oct. 29: First Ward. Bert
Sunday evening on the subject "The Singh; Second. J. C. Brown; Third
Battles of Youth." His topic Sunday John Luidens; Fourth. Wm. Lawevening will be "The Battle With Un- rence; Fifth, J. Dobbin; Sixth H.
fcelief."
Steggerda.

NOW

being 38,104.000 barrels,accot-dlngto
the special report issued by V. H.
| church. U. 8. Agricultural Statistician
and L. Whitney Watkins, Commissioner of Agriculture.
The Michigan crop in 192* was estimated at 1,699,000 barrels while this
year's commercial production Is forecasted at 1,994,000 barrels. The New
lork, Illinois and Missouri crops are
smaller than last year but practically
all other Important states show a
larger production. The state of Washington reports a crop of 9,240,000
an Increase of more than 2,000,000 barrels over last year.

;

Klomparens and Ray

J. B. Mulder who Is in New York
writes that he is having a fine time'
and has Just completed a steamer
trip up the Hudson to Albany and
return, which will be followedby an
auto tour to different points of Interest
in

RADIO FANS LISTEN TO

Progress Now!
—As much a style <£
show as an economy
event—for here are

!

3873-“ Yes we have no Banana's.”

dresses that are rep-

S'

3876-“Barney Google.”
3938-‘‘Swingin,

resentative of the
whole gamut of

down the Lane.”
—The New Fan

3954-“Hey, you want any
codfish

sleeves!

Fall Styles.

Pleated and long

tight

—Canton Crepe

j

?’

—The Double

*

—Satin Canton

Tier Skirts of Accordion

pleating!

DE VRIES & DORNBOS
The

Home

56-60 East 8th

of

Good

—The

Strwt,

—Velvet!

depth pleated flounces!
great attention paid to shoulder

almost hip

—The

Furnitue,

—Crepe

--The

center front and center back drapery!

—The
—The

use of beads,

many
—Dresses for

—Georgette
— Tricoiham

other signs of newness!
street, aftern.

&

— Charmeose

business wear!

demand— black, brown, rosewood, navy

Meeting the Great

—Tricotine

effects!

—And
Colors most in

— Poiret twill

embroidery and braid!
wide sash, the new side bows, the

basque

Demand

blue and

the

Created, We Offer

cocoa.

Sizes 16 to 46.

blouses

Fashionable Jacquettes Have

Record Si

de chine

— Chirmeen

trimming!

Holland, Mich.

.

OF DISTINCTIVE STYLE
Cleverly fashioned of rich lustrous velvet,

The Newest Skirts

brocaded chiffon, georgette,crepe, knit or vaand unusually effectivecombi-

lette, chenille

In Wrap Around, Pleated or Plain
Tailored Styles ~

/

—

THE

s,

NEW

SEDAN

>—

S

3

nations.

Whimsical collar and

At $5.00 $7.50 $10.00
The

shape sleeves; also the short and
three-quartersleeves are notes

of astrakhan,or
the sweater of brushed wool have all created a
great demand for good looking wool skirts. We
have spared no efforts to secure the best variety
of the most wanted weaves— at these three popushort coat, the jacquette

fashion

CAMEL’S HAIR

CHECKS

VELOURS

BOX PLEATS
KNIFE PLEATS

SHADOW

PLAIDS
INVISIBLE PLAIDS

NOVELTIES

WOOL CREPE
POIRET TWILL
PRUNELLA

WOOL EPONGE

EXTRA SIZES

Skirts in the

less.

$68$, OO

f .

•

and

new

SWEATERS
*

Perfectly tailored with

“

For Girls and Misses

All worsted slip-overor coat style sweaters in

allover tucked effects— others

with contrasting colors under the

sil-

plain rich colors or clever color combinations.

pleats.

Brushed wool collars and belts, handy
pockets and fancy Jacquard trim adds
pleasing effect to many.
,

Brushed wool

sweaters, plain and belted, in

of the wanted colors are to

new button trimmings.

Now, at its reduced price, it presents a more compellingvalue than
ever. Although better looking, roomier, easier riding, it is listed
at forty dollars

beautiful

ver,

SCOTCH PLAID

motoring public has been emphatic In its approval of the
In all parts of die country Its
stylish appearance and inviting interior have broughttbs car instantly into gnat demand.

or

Color combinations are indescribedly lovely

Plenty of the wanted camel shades, gray, deep
browns and navy.
new Ford Four Door Sedan.

importance.Many models

feature embroidery
beading.

navy and black. Sizes from 36 to 44. Prices
range all the way from $3.98 to $12.50.

PLAIDS
STRIPES

REGULAR AND

x

v

of

favor grebe, rust, Chinese, blue, fallow, Indo,

lar prices.

HTHE

cuff innova-,

tions, the long close-fitting and bell-

be found here,

all

too.

In sizes 2 to 14 years. Priced $1.69 tot $5.75.

.

o. b.

Detroit

This good-looking,comfortable,and dependable Ford wiling at this
low price oflers an agreeablesolutionto your closed car problems.

Then am can be obtained through
Ford Weekly PurchaseFlam.

the

Come and

see the

Coats. New

Newest

in Ladies’, Misses, Juniors

and Childrens

styles arriving daily-all attractively priced.

Holleman-De Weerd Auto Co.

HOLLAND

BYON

CENTER

ZEBLAMD

dfaecC
CARS TRUCKS
•

•

TRACTORS

Rose Cloak Store
59 E. 8th St.

A. N.

TAFT, Mgr.

Holland, Mich.

